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Official Paper of U. S. Land Office

Oldest Established Paper in Curry County

MP

Old Land Marks '
Gradually Going

MEET

While Clovis is a very young city,
there are many lund marks here that
bring back memories to the oldest
settlers, but the' are growing fewer
und fewer as the city continues to
grow. Another land murk was listed
among the missing when tho old
frame' structure was moved away and
the new McClelland building wus
started on North Main Street
Built in the palmy days the build-- 1
ing was once a popular saloon where
a "tub of suds" could bo bought for.
a nickel, where there was a side
for the railroad men, and a
back room where the fate of the community politicians was decided.
Then came the drouth, and a soft
there; and
drink stand flourished
then a tailor shop; and then a bakery.
And until a few months ago Bill Ogg
dished out "eats" to a hungry mob,
and played his electric piano.
But the tide of modern Improvement pushed the old building aside
to where it will be used for other
purposes, and another land mark has
been forgotten.

Convention at Enid, Oklahoma, Completes Routine of Abo Highway
.Through Oklahoma and K..n4
D. W. Jones, secretary, and Bert
Curlew, pregiileni, of thy Clevis
Chamber of Commerce attended tlw
Aba Pass Highway convention held
at Enid, Oklahoma, last Monday for
the purpose of locating tho highway
from Enid to Kansas City.
Eghty-fou- r
delegates from four
states were present at the conventon
and the route was located through
Medford, Blackwell nnd Newkirk,
Arkansas
Oklahoma, and through
Ctty, Wnfield, ElDorado, Florence,
Emporia, Topeka, Lawrence, Kansas,
into Kansas City. This completes the
route from Kansas City to Socorro,
N. M.l and makes it tho shorteHt high
way between Kansug City and Los
Angeles.
Bert Curless, who has been marking tho routes through Texas and Ok
luhoma, completed the work as far as
Enid before the convention met.
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Stealing of Ford cars
a popular

Curry County Property
Buyers From Many State)
Values Are Increasing

!

To those who are pessimistic about
the future growth of Clovis and Curry County and the stability of land
and property values, it will be, of in- tnrflnt. tn nflta tha riinlH wnv In whiffl
farms am, homei have chBKed handi
.
during tne last six weens.
Every week sees more new landowners in the county, and sales have
recently been made to buyers from
Texas, Oklahoma, Arkansas, Kansas,
and many other states in the north
and east.
The records of the County Clerk
show that since August 1st, no less
than 143 transfers have been made
covering city property in Clovis. In
the samo length of time there have
been 110 transfers of farm land in
the county covering a total of 30,779
acres.
Sulcs of city property range from
single lots In the outskirts of the
town valued at a few dollars, to Main
Street business buildings involving
Land sales
thousands of dollars.
e
tracts sold for
range from
school purposes, to several thousand
acres of farm fond, the record sale
reaching nearly $50,000.
Local real estate men believe that
the rush to this county had just started and tljnt by spring there will be
hundred.) or new citizens and proper
ty owners in Clovis and Curry
County.
They bolirvc, too, that values of
cKy and farm property will increase
steadily, as they have during the past
few month.

......

two-acr-

Very little wheat Is being brought
into Clovis now, according to local
elevator men. Most of the farmers
are busy putting in their fall wheut
and tuking care of their row crops.
It is estimated that about
of the wheut in the county
has been shipped, and the remainder
is either in the stack or in granaries.
Wheut was selling at $2.20 thin
morning.

Since Herman it. Crile has declined
to accept the Republican nomination
for Lientcnant Governor, the stato
committee ho been casting around
for a suitable man to place on the
ticket. A number hsve been suggested for the position but so far no defi
nite announcement of a choice has
been made.
CHECK ARTIST DRAWS
PENITENTIARY

Stealing Fords Is
Popular Sport Here
.'s

ber-min-

cmyhures
I

g

sport in Clovis acAttracting
cording to reports this week. R. S.
tho

LITTLE WHEAT IS
BEING SHIPPED NOW

NO NOMINATION YET
FOR LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR

SALES

three-fourt-

out-do-

Rutter'g Ford car was taken from
Main Street in front of the new Lyceum Theutro lnit Thurvla.' tven-Inand was later located In Texico
to John Daniels
A Ford belongi'.
was stolen Friday night from Main
Street and was found Saturday on
the highway two and a half miles
west of the city.
to
belonging
Ford,
Another
Springfield & Wells, was stolen from
in front of Dcnhof's store at about
So far
8 o'clock Sunday evening.
this car has not been located. Mr.
Springfield has offered $150 for the
arrest and conviction of the thieves,
but so far the authorities have not
been able to locate the guilty parties.
g

MELROSE TO HAVE BIG
FAIR OCTOBER 8
Melrose is making arrangements
a big community fair which will
be held there on the 8th of October.
On Wednesday of this week a meeting was held and a fail-- association
organized with the following officers:
R. N. Downie, president; W. H. Gra
and Mrs. Rouch,
ham,
secretary. The fair and program will
be held at the High School there and
the stores will be closed from 10:00
to 4:00 o'clock, making the day a big
holiday. Melrose will bring a choice
selection from her fair to the county
exhibition here the 14th, 15th and
ICth of October.
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WILL RETURN SOON

$2.00 PER YEAR
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Farmers Now Busy
With BigGrainCrop
During the next thirty days Curry
County will be busy harvesting tho
biggest maize and kaffir crop this
county has ever raised. The rains
of August have been followed by
warm weather this month which is
maturing the grain in a hurry. Unless cold weather comes rt an earlier
date than is customary for this locality little feed will be unharvested
when Jack Frost makes his first ap'
pearance.
Big Corn Crop
The corn crop in tho county this
year is simply immense. Tho county
will produce more corn than it has
for any two years prior to this time.
It is not going to be anything out
of the ordinary for the yield to be
forty bushels per acre.
CITY COUNCIL PASSES
BUILDING ORDINANCE
At a regular meeting of the City
Council an ordinance was passed re
of buildings
garding the erection
across lots.
Section I of the ordinance reads
as follows: "The building and con
struction of any residence "or other
structuure, not a public building,
across a lot or lets and not facing the
street on which tho lot facts, and
within less than 35 feet of the property line on which said lot faces, and
on less than two lots, is hereby declared a nuisance."
A penalty of from $10 to $50 per
day is placed on the violation of this
ordinance.

CLOVIS SHOWS 50

PER

CEflT GAIN SINCE LUST

1

CENSUS 10 YEARS AGO.
Enumerators Missed Many Families
And ClovU Should Show Mads
Greater Population Than Figures
Credit Town With.
Clovis precincts are given a population of 5,901. according to prelimi-- ',
nary announcement of the fourteenth
census sent out by the Bureau of
census at Washington. These figures)
indicate an Increase of 2,644 in ho
past ten years, or 81.22 per cent
This data compiled from the figures t
on the two vo'lng districts of Clovis.
The official census of Curry Coun- ty shows a population of 11,236.
The census of the different pre-- '
cincts of the county follow:
Curry County
11,238
Precinct 1, Clovis, including
3,355
part of Clovis city
Precinct 2, Texico, including Texico village
- 929
50O
Precinct 3, Blacktower
307
Precinct 4, St. Vrain
Precinct 5, including Mel
902
rose village
294
Precinct 6, Field
460
Precinct 7, Grady
404
Precinct 8, Hollene
Precinct 9, Clovis, including
2,564
part of Clovis city
28
Precinct 10, Claud
423
Precinct 11, Bellview
173
Precinct 12, Boney
302
Precinct 13, Shilo
Precinct 14, Havener
363
Population of Clovis.
The incorporated city of Clovis is
given a population rf 4,904 as compared to 3,255 in 1910, ah increase
of over 50 per cent.' This does not
include the Fitzhugh Addition and
several outlying additions. Many '
people were overlooked by the enumerators and Clovis rightfully has a
much greater 'population than the
census figures show.
Melrose and Texico.
Melrose is given S64 population. It
was not incorporated in 1910, s) no
figures are available for thr.t year.
Texico is given 881 population ss
;

..t
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Dr. J. D. Lynch, democratic nominee for County Comissioner from this
n.
Sheriff Pnt Wnnrl returned
district, writes that he will return to
Del Voile, of Clovis nnd
CARS COLLIDE SATURDAY
Melrose within the next few days.
this week from Santa Fo, whore he
NEAR CLOVIS He has been spending the summer in
HIGHWAY
ON
,N"T
over William Krapf to
k'
Mexico, were married Wednesday by
-- ulhoritics.
Krni.f. whe was taken
Melrose Mosenger.
California.
Valle
Judge
Del
P.
David
J.
Noble.
forging
A serious accidoet was narrowly
into custody on a charge of
of Clovis, and Teresa Romero of S'u- - averted Saturday afternoon, when WILL PLAY AT HALE
a $SO0 check on a Mulcshoo onnit
evo Laredo, Mexico, were also mar- Ford cars driven by Dr. C. L.
to
a
COUNTY FAIR NEXT WEEK
sentenced
was
some time ago,
ried by Judge Noble
of Clovis, and W. R. Atchley,
'term of from two and one half to
Marriage license wus issued Sat of Hollene, met in a head on colliJohnson's band will leave Sunday TENTS ARRIVE FOR
three years.
M. Soledud Torres and Vito
urday
Plainview where they have been
for
few
a
highway
Grady
sion on the
The check was made out to "Buck
cente llolguhi, both of Clovis.
engnged to play a week at the Hale
of
Clovis.
in
one
north
miles
character
famous
a
Pu.ine",
a - broken County Fair. This is going to be one
Mr. Atchley suffered
of Zane Grey's novels, and was en- CORN PRICES
PROP
right arm just above the wrist, and of tho best county fairs staged in
dorsed by Krapf. After unsuccessBELOW ONE DOLLAR minor cuts and bruises, while Dr. the west this year.
Arrangements for Community Disful attempts to cash tho check at
seMcClellan was badly shaken up. Dr.
plays and Exhibits Being Made
Muleshoe and Texico, $r,5 was
For the first time since the sum!
COX SPEAKING TODAY
demolishalmost
was
Krapf
car
McClellan's
Through School District
before
bunk
local
cured at a
IN NEW MEXICO
ifier of 11)17, corn fell below one doled and the other car was badly damwas taken Into custody.
lar a bushel on tho Kansas City markaged.
Twenty-eigtents ranging in, size
Gov. Cox ia speuking in Albuet Monday. Contracts for December
Dr McClellan waj coming south querque today. His train was wrecked from 10x15 feet to 15x20 feet were
WOMEN WILL TAKE
delivery dropped to 09
sents.
on the right hand side on the highway in Arizona but a detour was made received Wednesday by E. Peterson,
INTEREST IN BALLOT
and Mr. Atchley was driving north and he will fill his appointment there county agent, for use in housing the
on the left hand side of the road, im- tonight. People from all over theiBoys and Girls Club delegates at the
The man who figured women wen
Cilolier ...
mediately following another car.
ll.il. m
-- '
not f olng to take an Interest in politato will no doubt be there to hear ftim Prmrtv Fair on
j " Ann I., mm
another guess com-InAccording to reports, the first car
tic certainly
15th and 16th. Similar tents will bo
democratic
leader.
the
"
;
w.c;..
dust
turned out to the right, but the
A big portion oi
obtained to take care of the com- CLOVIS SHOULD EVOLVE
is
wus blowing so badly that neither BAKERY TO OPEN UP
lous for their opportunity to come to
munity farm products exhibits, and in
PLAN TO GET PAVING
driver saw the other until the cars
cast their first ballot. Women will
LAST OF THIS WEEK addition to these a larger tent 50x75
as
be required to register the same
Large Crowd la Pleased Wit. Nifty collided.
A Texas town, no larger than Clofeet has been secured to house the
The new bakery which will be general displays.
The injured man was rushed to
men and must register their given
Designs. Hardwlek Brothel ;.
vis, recently was able to carry out
hustheir
drcssopened up in the new A. B. Austin
Clovis where his wounds were
name instead of that of
Although definite plans have not a paving program by means of local
New Theatre Credit to Clovis
d. Ho returned to his homo Monday. & Co. building on West Grand Ave., been announced, it is probable that citizens digging down in their pockets
band.
will start operation the last of this each community in the county will and buying the bond Another
The new Lyceum Theatre opened
week, according to C. N. Hardy. Mr. have a display tent, and prizes will be
WILL HEAR COX
Tuesday night of this week with a NtW MEXICO WILL HAVE
is for tne property ownWARM CAMPAIGN Hardy, with C. L. Thomas, will ope iriven for the most attractive ones. ers to pay cash for the paving when
Fall Fashion Show put on by Clovis
r,. P. Kuvkcndnll, Cash Ramcy and
rate the new business.
merchants and a pleasing program
The community displays are being or it is completed, thus making it unE. H. Robinson left this morning for carefully arranged by tho manageNew M.' ico does not have as long
ganized through the school districts necessary for the contracting com- Albuoucraue. whore they will hear an ment of the Lyceum. The Fashion a political c "mpaign as some states, CONNECTED WITH MOTOR
of the county, according to County pany to sell bonds. Any property
INN REPAIR SHOP Superintendent James M. Bickley,
address by Governor Cox this even Revue was under the direction of but they are w.'rm ones, and this year
owner in the business section who
ing.
Miss Edith Gilligan of Denver, Colo. promises to be 1 1 exception to tne
who is president of the Curry County would not be willing to do this is cer-W.
R.
Ala.,
Montgomery,
of
Merrill
Both partie now have their
Mis Ruby Jones, Miss Pearl Francis rule.
tninly lacking In the civic prido that
arrived in Clovis this week and is Fair Association.
ROSWELL'S POPULATION
and Mrs. L. E. WlllifoTd represented organizations complete and the
is necessary to build a real town.
now
Inn
Motor
connected
the
.with
Tv.
ago
has'begun.
vears
Clovis is suffering materially becauso
COMMUNITY PICNICS ARE
Tho census bureau has announced Kendall Dry Good Company; Miss
R
which
repair
of
shop,
brother,
his
the state electron was a tan a affair.
TO BE HELD THIS WEEK her streets are not paved and if any
L. Merrill, is proprietor.
tho population of Roswcll as 7,062; Zclma Stephens, Mrs. R. M. Bishop,
influenza epidemic was on and
The
Fridlcy
of
Mrs.
Pearl
represented
good citizen has a plan to advance
nnd
census
an incrorso over the last
public gather
Evervbodv has been Invited to at whereby we will get paving, the News
Luikart & Co and Mrs. Felix Man-del- l, there was a ban on all
BAPTIST HOSPITAL TO
890, or 14.4 per cent
community fairs which will would like to have his
Mrs. A. W. Skarda and Mrs. Ings, honce there were no sneaking
BE COMPLETED SOON tend the
views on tho
Was con
campaign
Bellview tomorrow (rn-da- question.
campaigns
The
held
at
RETURNS
be
represented
Phil
Duckworth
SKIPWITH
Mandell
O. O.
press and
and at Texico SotOrday.
The cement or the Baptist HosLCIothing and Dry Goods Co.
The ducted mostly through the
O, O. Skipwlth and family returned
The Bellview fair, whicn wjii oe COAL SITUATION MAY
hats furnished by sll the larger daily ptipers of the state pital building has been received and
wore
all
models
this week from California where Miss Daisy Rainbolt's Little Smart were supporting the Republican tick- work on the structure will be rushed held with the displays from Hollene,
BECOME SERIOUS
they have been for about a year. Mr. Shop. The display of beautiful wear et. This year things will be differ-- to completion. The work has been has been widely advertised and will
Beginning. at
Skip-vltThe coal situation in Clovis this
has accepted a position ing apparel for women was possibly tnt. There "will be plenty of spell delayed for some time awaiting the have many visitors.
with the Temple Grocery. They made never equalled in this section and the binders, aniKboth parties hava sup cement for the floors, basement and 10:00 a. m. the program will last winter Is going to be acute, If present
the trip from California here in a models were at their beat in properly porters in the daily presa.
and the building through tho day and will be conclud- Indications count for anything. Dealtho
ers have been getting in some coal, a
car and say the roads are bad on displaying the pretty things for micompleted
within a few ed with a baseball game.
should be
SERVICE MEN, NOTICE
account of continued rains and that lady for this season.
The Texico fair, which will be held few cars a week, but it goes like hot
weeks.
splencakes and is sold from the cars withthey had a hard trip.
y
The hospital will have room to ac- at the High School, also has a
An especially interesting part of
Work Coincil comodate 23 patients, and as many did program. Everyone is invited to out being unloaded in the local coal
War
National
The
selecthe
tho
were
program
vocal
MRS. MASON TO ADDRESS
of the Y. M. C. A. has on hand $2S5
will be employed. bring a basket lunch and attend these yards.
LADIES IN CLOVIS tions by Mr. Georga Genke, formerly collected from Curry County foil tho nurses as necessary
Local dealers say they are making
fairs.
of the Metropolitan
Grind Opera
Y. M. C. A. during tho war, and is WOULD MAKE BETTING
every effort to supply the demand
will
has
Company.
seldom
had
Roswcll
Clovis
of
the
Mrs. C. E. Mnson
LET'S FIX 'EM UP
anxious to use this money for the
but the mines fail to make shipments,
PENITENTIARY OFFENSE
address tho ladies of Curry County at opportunity of hearing a singer of
mn in the
claiming they are unable to got
education of
Tuesday
and
Mr.
class
his
Genko's
selections
next
on
House
the Cuurt
'
Is doing some good work enough cars.
city
county.
i
The
American
Tho
20.
Sept.
again
Chicago,
of
brought
forth
and
rounds
applause
aftornoon at 8:00 o'clock
which is
If these funds nro not usinl before leaguo will ask congress to enact a nn Main Street this week
in tho evening at 8:00. Mrs. Mason that brought him back to the stage
W. C. T. U. MEETING
looks like CloIt
given to ac- law nt its next session making betting much appreciated.
be
will
they
1st
of
October
auspices
encores.
several
tha
for
comes to Clovis under
at
paving
any
get
to
is
not
man
due
vis
penitentiary
Any
mo
a
go
Domoon ft baseball
In addition to tho above program tive counties.
the ladles of the Curry County
The W. C. T. . will hold an open
education offense, President B. B. Johnson said any timo very soon and the ner? best
cratls Club and overybody la invited an excellent picture show was given. who could not obtain
meeting
at the home of Mrs. A. B.
shape
in
thing is to get Main Street
The new Lyceum is complete in through the Federal Board f Voca- in a statement tonight.
to como out and hear her address.
Monday, Sept. 27th, at 8:00
Austin,
very
some
In
for
come
has
town
communir
The
league
to
urged
President Johnson said the
Mrs. Mason Is a newspaper woman every detail and ia certainly a credit tional Training is
inChr.pteT would ask that this law be worded unpopular criticism of her business p. m.' Members and friends are
of Roswell and Is prominent In Wo to Clovis. It has a seating capacity cato with tho Curry Couunty
attend.
vited
to
soction streets during the past year.
t
to eliminate baseball pools.
of around 1000.
of the Red Cross.
men's club work.
TERM

MARRIAGE RECORDS
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THE CL0V13 frlEWS THURSDAY SEPTEMBER 23, 1920.
Gov. Cox intimates that if he is
elected he would offer such men as
Herbert Hoover places in his cabinet.
Official Taper of Curry County
The nation needs just such men as
Herbert Hoover in responsible places.
EDWARD L. MANSON
Mr. Hoover is an executive, rather
Editor and Publisher
than a politician, and if after Mr.
Cox is elected he chooses men like
Entered at the postoffice at Clovis, Hoover in his cabinet his administraNew Mexico, as second class matter tion will be a popular one.
under the act of March 3, 1879.
The next session of the legislature
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
should take some step toward removOne Year
2.00 ing the constitutional provision which
Six Months
l.i0 prohibits state and county officers
from serving more than two terms.
Fomrn Adverti.mt Rrpri.rnl.tiv
No business firm would dispense with
THE A.MKRICAN
PKKSS ASSOCIATION
the services of a valued employee for
the reason that he had worked on the
DIDN'T NEED TO ADVERTISE
same job for four years and therefore someone else should be given a
Under the abjve caption an adverchanre.
tising ajreney recalls he disappvar-nc- e
of Pennine from the market,
Now comes an Ohio minister who
nd the reason for its eclipse, and says Apostle Paul made a front porch
then points the moral of the story as campaign in Rome during the first
follows:
century.
The precedent is an ex"Do you remember Pyle's Pearl-- , cellent one, but let's not compare the
ine? Once it was the most popular present day front porch campaign to
washing powder in America,
this one of long ago. The main rea"In 1907 Pyle's Pearline ceased son for Mr. Harding's quietness is
Advertising. 'They did not have to that the leaders in his party are
advertise.' Advertising was no long-e- r afraid that if he gets out away from
necessary. Pearline was a good home he will say the wrong thing,
product and everybody knew about it or possibly the right thing to the
"In 1914 the Proctor & Gamble wrong crowd.
Company bought Pyle's Pearline at
their own price to save it from bank- THE BUNK OF A BUSY BRAIN
ruptcy.
A man needs a whole set of tools
"In seven years the public forgot
Tearline. You have got to do more to fix something around the house
than make a good product. You but a woman does the same job with
must tell your dealer and consumer a hair pin.
The average man docs not care
and keep on telling them the advanwhat happens, just so it doesn't haptages of your article.
"If people did not die, if people pen to him.
Our idea of an old man is one who
did not move, if new generations
did not grow up, if customs and hab- never tries to get even.
A mother who has four small kids
it did not change, if competitors did
rot compete, if people were not open docs not have to spend nny money
to suggestion, and receptive to new for antique furniture.
Ideas, then there would be no need of
sometimes means letting the other fellow shake the tree
advertising.
"But until then advertising is the while you eat the fruit.
Most men will agree with you gladaurest safeguard for the established
product, the most certain hope for ly if you tell them they are dying
from overwork.
the new idea." Advertising Age.
Don't waste your time envying the
other fellow. Keep hustling and the
Every good Democrat should
the finul victory of woman suf- other fellow will soon be envying you.
frage with open arms.
That friend that tells you that
the clothes don't make the man, is
The minute cleun government 'u the first to laugh at you when yo'ir
sUblished, "dirty politics" will be pants get r.hiny at the knee,
purged and can no longer be referred knee.
Funny how a man with a big acto by men as an excuse for not doii:i
their share in public affairs. The count at the bank will harp on the
advent of the women as vcters in the blessings of poverty.
United States should hasten the day
The surest way to happiness is to
of clean government and campaign- make someone happy.
ing. Women, as a rule, abhor dirt
No man is one-haas good looking
as nature is said to abhor vacuum. as he thinks he is.
Gloom and depression are the devFew, countries have had such a ils to be combatted and overcome.
rapid development as Eastern New
Love is the greatest thing in the
Mexico. Land that was homesteaded world, but a love that is held cheaply
just a little over a decade ago is now is mere sentiment.
finding a ready sale at $50 per acre.
Some men who have a bad liver
Many men have gotten a start in life think thty are dying of a broken
here who would have found it diffi- hcp.rt.
cult to better their conditions elseIf a man is camping out fishing,
where, and today there are really he will eat red ants, sand flies and
aiore opportunities here than there measuring worms in his food without
were ten years ago.
batting an eye. At home a single red

The Clovis News

hair in the butter will cause a domestic upheaval.
Most women wouldn't mind their
husbands losing their temper if they
would only lose it permanently.
Some PCODle trv out evervthinir
for their rheumatism and would try
the Gold Dust Twins if it was
Think more of your work and men
of the worker.
You can have your own wav ner- haps but you will have to pay liberal
ly zor it.
Some men are very tight with their
dollars for the soup pot who loosen
up meir purse strings for the lack
pot.
Why is it thut the knocker alwavs
has a more attentive audience than
the booster has?
Truth has to go some to be
er than fiction.
A high forehead doesn't always get
paid for it. Some men with nohli- domes are handling a pick and shovel.
lion t get the big head. Manv
man has lost 'a good job because he
got the idea into his head that no- body else could fill it.

Better wrap the small bills on the
outside of your roll if you are lucky
enough to possess one.
The wag of a dog's tail invariably
means friendship, but tho wave of a
human hand often covers a world of
secret enmity. And still we wouldn't
care to state that the dog is more to
be relied upon in. his actions than
mankind.

V. Tate, Auctioneer
I have been a stock raiser and buyer all my life and know the
value of stock and farm implements and have never failed to sell
a tract of land when put up at a fair sale.
Your sales appreciated.
See me or leave dates at office of
Ramey & Wilkinson or Union Mortgage Company.

will think more

,

sti-an-

,

No sane mother will

trust her Husband to dress the Baby. She knows
that the durn fool would pin the
ciothes to it instead of on it.
From the standpoint, of nutrition
the goose egg is the leader, according
to experimenters.
The next in value
are duck and guinea eggs, and then
the hen egg comes fourth on the
list.
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Business Is Good

1

FULL LINE OF M0LINE FARM

r

re
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IMPLEMENTS

j;
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Dodge Brothers Cars
Chevrolet Cars
All grades of Mobiloil at prices

Traffic Trucks

that will sate you money.

Waterloo Boy Tractors

Skarda Auto, Truck and
Tractor Co.

PLAINS BUYING AND
SELLING ASSOCIATION
F. B. PAYNE, Manager

lf

i

Stop Buying Gas and
W

0M
ft
VVKl VIA

And there are far too many cooks and
cars that answer to that description.

What you want is a car that doesn't
have to stop at every gasoline tank for

iff

'Wl:'.''.',",'..

J

Overland economy.
'

But quality still plays the role of Hamlet in the drama of Overland production.

refreshment.
And that is the achievement of the
Overland with its Suspension Triplex
Spring and light alloy steels.

Quality in the.fuifus parts, built 0
Overland '.hcm'selvcs, and not billed to
Ovcrlr"-.by others!

It has lengthened the mileage of a gallon of gas by burning up distance instead of burning up money.
It has reconciled light alloy steel:? ...ith
unalloyed comfort and set luxty and
economy on the road togetiie
-,

And yet, great as it is, tlv .Suspension
Triplex Spring is only, .one of many
'
Overland advantage
The world regard' it as a new epoch
in automobile construction, and it is.
But enthusiasm for this marvelous
mechanism should not obscure the solid
claims of Overland quality.
Wo know wo have the nicest and prettiest line
in the entire state. When our new quarters have
been finished we will have a jewelry and optical department second to none in the entire state. You
can always find something appropriate for a gift
for any occasion at our store.

Light alloy steels and the Suspension
Triplex Spring are the mainspring of

Quality in the steels, selected at the
source, checked in the rolling, and inspected at the plant.

It has solved one of the most perplexing
riddles of automobile design.

d

Quality in every process of manufacture
f .id assembling, done by Overland and
not by proxy.
Quality animating the labors of the
entire Overland organization and producing
A

LIGHT-WEIGH-

LOV-PRICF.-

RIDING, SLOW - BURNING,
PIECE OF MECHANISM, COSTING LITTLE TO BUY,
AND MIGHTY LITTLE TO RUN!
EASY- MILE-EATIN-

G

In winning the Los
Valley Test, the Overland Touring Car
gave 35 miles per gallonThe Overland
Sedan gave 2 miles per gallon.
Angeles-Yoscmi-

te

EATS UP MILEAGE BUT HAS A POOR APPETITE FOR GAS I

C. V. KELLEV

OUR WORD IS OUR BOND

Office at New State Auto Co.
Phone 33

Denhof Jewelry Co.
JEWELERS AND OPTOMETERISTS
A. T. & S. F. WATCH INSPECTORS

0U

Start Buying Mileage
Buying a car that thirsts more than it
travels is like hiring a cook who eats
more than she earns.

.uftmWHMS"

The Economy SEDAN
.

D
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Department, We have been very fortuWe are now building up our Ready-to-Wenate to secure the services of Miss Hattie Stultz, from Russellville,
Kentucky, to take charge of this department for us, as she has had
seven years' experience in this line.
ar

Some

ery apecia

arc&ms

to Make Room for New Goods
Now Coming In
COME IN Mm SEE FOI YOURSELVES

11

a

r

n

"THE ONE PRICE STORE"

jjsi

NOTICE OF SUIT

In the DiHtriot Court of Curry
County, New Mexico.
Clyn Smith, pluintiff, va. A. C.
fapppo, Muggie Pappe and Sobrino
Illuck, defendants. No. 1647.

NOTICE

Auto Owners
it.

If your radiator leaks, don't dope
Bring it to our

Radiator Shop
We rebuild, recore and repair any
make of radiator, regardless of condition. Auk us about the Jackson
Freeze-Proo- f
Core for any Radiator.

S PILLS

m

V

Guaranteed
See the Jackson radiator for Fords.

West of Antlers Hotel

ubovit defendants, greeting:
You are hereby notified that a suit
has been filed against you in tho Dis-

it

All Work

Clovis Radiator Shop

It is generally believed that the
A man can do almost! anything a
woman can do. But he can't sharpen finger print as an identification is
a lead pencil with a pair of scissors. something evolved from tho modern
POINT ENTERPRISE
plain clothes man, but there is a rec4
of the same system being used
trict Court of Curry County, New
CHICHESTER URANU. X ord
1200 years ago in Korea as a record
Mexico, by tho plaintiff hcicin in
Mr. Hightower and family left laat
- jwmr imifiH nr
in slave trading.
ItlMon i Bra4Vl
cause number 1047 on the civil dock- Saturday for Oklahoma City, near
HI.U im Ht ud ti.U PinillbAV
fciiM, Mkd Wlk HIM Rlbbot.
et of said court.
f
which place they are to make their
tfcw.
Tk
And the fact that a man is 33 years
ILM fKH.'rH
ttmmttL A.k.f Rrfror
You aro also notified that the gen- home for another year.
They were
IXAMo.MD HKANU FILL. t
old doesn't keep his twin sister from
eral objects of said suit are to fore- accompanied by Mr. O. K. Roberts.
SOLO BY DRUGGISTS EVERYWHERE
being 25 years old.
close a certain real estate mortgage
Messrs. Jones and Joiner left last
held by the pluintiff against you for Saturday for Vernon, Texas.
the principal sum of $500.00, interMrs. Will Martin anr Mrs. Aaron
est end attorney's fee upon tho NE',4 Williams of Fairfield were callers
of section 20, in Township 5 north of in the Johnson home Wednesday.
Rvnge31 East, N. M. P. M., Curry
"Lost some money?" Yes. Ask
County, New Mexico, and to have said Claudia if it was found and where.
land sold to satisfy same and for all
Mrs. Black and daughters, Opal,
proper relief; and that unless you Jewell and Mildred
returned home
answer and plead in said cause on or Sunday morning from Vernon, Texas,
before the 20th day of October, 1920, where they have been visiting for
judgment will be rendered against you a
lew weeks.
by default; that the name of the
Mr. Dale Struble left last week for
plaintiff's attorney is A. W. Hocken-hul- l, Mbuntainair, N. M.
:i
ThtMOUlftrtl
whose business address is at
SblwTalephone
Clovis, New Mexico.
I
VI. B, J JV IUII b UtaV
LI
V
andTele&raph.
Witnes my hand and the seal of Taylor Tire & Battery Co.
Company
iy.
said Court at Clovis, New Mexico,
this 2nd day of September, 1920.
Vv
-W. C. ZERWER,
,
V
County Clerk
(SEAL)
Tho State of New Mexico to the

"

Real Service!

News Classified ads get results.

We are now feeding mors
people than at any time we
have been In the restaurant
business in Clovis. There is a
reason for this. We are giving
our patrons the very best possible service and plenty of good
things to eat '

RELIABLE
RESPECTFUL

OPEN ALL NIGHT

REASONABLE
FREE USE OF CHAPEL

PRIVATE AMBULANCFmg
Magic City Fur. & Undertaking
JOHNSON BROS.
Day Phone

"

nf

?&'&S f

A

ijjv

FOR 12 YEARS

211

f

111

ftft

Night PhorQU

g

We have adopted a new policy of keeping our restaurant
open all night This will give
the wheat haulers a chance to
get something to eat no matter
how late they are in getting in
at night or how early they want
to get out in the morning.

0gg& Boss'Cafe
Open All Night

v

Tho first decision of a woman jury
in a newly married
couple keeping possession of the
house from which their landlord had
tried to evict them. The case was
heard in Akron.
in Ohio resulted

It doesn't hurt to tell the truth
once in a while. The reason. why a
because the
husband is henpecked
poor fish is chicken-hearte,
1
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At Your Service
It's a big job to render telephone service to this great Bocky Mountain region.
the land area of the United
It's a big territory, embracing aa it does, over
one-fift-h

States.

It requires sore plant) more miles of wire per unit of population than Is required in an? other portion of the tJntted States. The reason lies in the fact that
while our territorv embraces 22 per cent of the land area of the country, it contains
only 3 per cent of the population.
There is enough telephone wire in service in this area to circlo the globe thirty
times over 746,000 miles.
Attached to this network of wires there are 300,000 telephones serving the patrons of our System.
About all the lubeoriber ever observes of this great System is the telephone on
his desk, and that looks so simple, yet it contains 205 separate parts.
Nearly 50 million dollars are invested in the System in buildings, switchboards,
cable, conduit, poles, wire, tools, etc.
Seven thousand faithful men and women are employed to operate and maintain
the System at a cost of over 8 million dollars a year for salaries and wages.
It's a great, comprehensive system of communication at the service of tf e people
of the Rocky Mountain West.

The Mountain States Telephone and Telegraph Company

.

1

II
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S. C. Hunter of Texico was a Go- W. 0. Stalling! made a business
vis visitor lost Saturday.
trip to Amarillo this week.

Croft's Society Orchestra

Dr. G. C, Goodwin returned the
S. J. Boykin is improving his home
past week from a vacation trip to on North Sheldon Street this week.
poin's in Missouri.
D, A. Wood returned to his home
Little Miss Martha McMurray left in Vernon this week after a fhort
Tuesday for Itonwell where she will visit with friends in Clovis.
visit relatives.
Round Ouk Pipe and Pipelecs Fur- Blunchard Pritchard left the lat- mnce.
ter part of Inst week for Ithica, New
York, where he has enrolled as a
student at Cornell University.

A NEW ORGANIZATION OF MUSICIANS
MAKERS

REAL MUSIC

,

Open

for engagements at Society Club Meetings, Receptions,
Etc.

Weddings, Entertainments,

Phovu

LOTS OF PEP

145

and 262

MUSIN

CROFT, Leader

llColumbia
1

1,

rill
X

X

Mr. and Mrs. W. L. Grcenleaf will
leave the lutter part of (his week
W. J. Cuvren was a business visitfor a trip to Kansas City and
or to Tucumcari last week. Mr. Cur-re- n
says property is not near as
active in Tucumcari as it is in Clovis.
Churns, Milk Cons and Heavy
Cream Delivery Cans.
Mrs. J. R. Carver arrived in CloMrs. George Roach returned SunMrs. L. C. Pctree is visiting in
vis Tuesday . morning after a three
day
ten
a
day's
business
visit
from
Kansas City.
week's visit with her sister and brothat El Dorado,' Kansas.
er in Seattle, Wash.
$1,000.00 to loan on real estate.
Blackmore-Zerwer
Co., Abstracts.
Hemstitching
Wool, Silk and CotG. C. Falkner recently returned
Mrs. S. R. McMurray left Tuesday
ton. Mrs. Knowles at Luikart Dry
for Canyon, Texas, where she will from a trip through Colorado and
Let us show you the Maytag Power Goads Co.
accept a temporary position in Rock- Wyoming. He says he ia glad to get
Washer; a genuine convenience for
well's Millinery Store. Mrs. McMur- back to Clovis and conditions are
the farmer's wife.
Round Oak Ranges.
ray expects to be gone about six much better here than there.
weeks.
Ben Collins purchased
the half
Western
Electric WaRhers and block of land in the Liebelt Addition
that was formerly used by A. B.
Vacuum Cleaners at
Austin fqr a chicken ranch and will
L. C. Pteree, assistant cashier of
ereet several new residences there.
W. E. Marsh made a business trip the Citizens Bank, ia building
a new
to Wichita, Kansas, the first of the home in the Liebclt Addition.
Dr. Howard O. Dennis and his
week.
guest, Dr. Joe Laib of Chicago, reI treat all diseases and disorders of
Mr. and Mrs. M. B. Carter of Chan-nin- turned this week from a trip to the
women and
attend confinement
Texas, are here for a visit at mountains and also a visit at Albucases. Dr. H. R. Gibson.
the home of their son, E. B. Carter. querque and Santa Fe. They will
Regular Meeting
Mr. and Mr. Carter formerly lived leave the latter part of the week for
There will be a pie supper at Bhck-towClOVIS COMMANDERY
in Clovis and conducted the Stroud Chicago where Dr. Dennis will spend
Saturday night, September 25,
Will be held at Masonic Hall
the coming year attending the UniRooming House.
Second and Fourth Friday
for the benefit of the parsonage.
versity and in interne work.
nights of each month,
Everybody Invited.
at 8:00 O'clock.
McCormick Corn Binders and
. Regular Communication.
Ship your live stock to
All Sir Knights residing in
Let us have your order early.
A. F. & A. M.
this jurisdiction are invited.
Commission Co., Kansas City,
Mo. Day and night service. Twenty
R. J. Neal, Recorder.
Next Tuetday Night
years experience.
P. A. La Shier, Secretary
Market letter
free.

Get a

PERSONAL MENTION

Close-U- p

Of course we want you to see the Cohmbi
Crafonoia. But above all else we want you to
hear it played. Then and only then will you
realize w hy it is the choice of musicians and ol
those who appreciate correct tonal effects.

X
X

Columbia
Grafonola

X

I

t

of this
Call at our store and get a closc-u- p
beautiful instrument. Ask us to. explain the
questions of tone and tone control. Ask us to
demonstrate why the straight tone arm allows the
music todevelop fully and naturally. Don't fail to
ask for a demonstration of the Non Set Automatic
Stop. Never stops before it should. Always stops
at the very end. Nothing to move or set or meas- ure. INO other pnonograpn nas k no
otbtr phonograph can get it. Be sure to
call .nd get this interesting and convincof the Columbia Grafonola.
ing etoee-u- p

er

s.

Ryan-Robins-

X

x

x
x
X
X

:

he
a

in

In Corset

lr asnion

What Is the Style In Corsets
' For You?

"V

j

!Y

it

X
X

It is the corsetstyle that best expresses your own personality by accenting every natural beauty of your figure. Natur-

al Jieauty! Never has fashion dictated so generously. .Just be
natural buy the corset that will give you comfort; tli: corset
that will give you poise and perfect body proportions without a
.
......
.,i
i ii
jii'Hiicm s.. icciing or.c rcsrraim;
tne corseti mat win
accent your
every natural charm. If you are a matron of average figure, with
all the possibilities of youthfulness dependent upon the right corsetyou will appreciate the Goddard artistry that has given your
problem especial care. If you are of slight figure, do not think
because of your slightness your eorset doesn't matter it does.
Your chief charm is your poise that lithe gracefulness that the
predestined corset will enhance, and the wrong corset well you
see on the streets every day glorious youth sacrificed to the falacy
"I am so slight it doesn't matter what corset I wear."

1

HAVE YOU SEEN THE NEW GOSSAED MODELS?
You will marvel how so few bones in such gloriously soft materials can mould your hips and thighs and back to such a delightful silhouette.
(tossard Front Lace Corsets

S3.50 to $15.00

For girls from

12

to 14 years

of ago. This garment is what the

young girl needs for hack support and to mould the figure to
proper lines.

Front stays arc

much softer than used in models
for older women.

Plain batiste, white. Sizes
to 30.

20

Gossard Junior

$3.50

ii
it

!:

.

SOUTHWESTERN DRUG GO.
CLOVIS, NEW MEXICO
ATT TIATIMIIim
nx.ai tfiuu
ruitUfiT
TTIffl

promptly and correctly.

U

fill nrcsermtiona

Registered

only

this work from Whitcsboro,

light weight, lightly boned
little corset for the growing girl

TYaxs, whore they have bi'cn vimtiiii,'

relatives.

from 10 to 12 years. Has one
button on each side for supporting the undergarments. This
garment is extremely soft and
pliable and gives ideal support
for the active growing girl at a
period when the developing fig-- ,
ure needs to be gently directed
along proper, natural lines.

KukIu Henderson and family of
Portules wore Clovis visitors Sunday.
Mr. Henderson is editor of the
s
Valley News.
Tor-tale-

pharmacists

'

Song Shop!
W

th
Mrs. D. C. Johnson
Kansas, has been hero
two weeks for a visit
of hut daughter, Mrs.
'

Plain batiste, white. Sizes 20
t

$3.00

W. I.LUSKA RT

i

Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Itambarger

A

to 30.

LET OUR
KODAK Finishing Department relieve you of the
trouble of developing and printing. Prompt Bcrvice
and good work.

T

Gossard Misses

x

1

.

MsSAft

We Do the Rest

&. CO.

of Anthony,
for the past
ut tho homo
Zella

Tho Misses Kendall have moved to
tho H. M. Stokes residence which
they recently purchased.
Mr. and
Mrs. 11. Jefferson will move to the
house, formerly occupied by the
Miwes .Kendall.
J no flU'iroRc
Messenger of butt
week stutci that Mr. and Mrs. T. S
S. Dotby qf that place have departed

arc pleated to announce
engagement

THELMA HUGH

of MISS
our

She it a fine per.
former end will be (lad t

Py

any of the tongs that

you with to hear any

hoar

during the day.

Croft Music Go.

EVERYTHING MUSICAL
for California to make that state
their h.imo.x Mr. and Mrs. Dcnby
COMB IN AND CHEER UP
W'TU Rnonc thn n!nm..
:i
.1
tb-- .t
pJaco, luring located there in RECoRDS -- d PLAYER ROLLS,
119 E. Monro
Phone 145

.!.

Official Paper of IT. S. Land Office

Oldest Established Paper in Curry County
VOL. 14, NUMBER 13.

U.S.POPULATION

97,1131

$2.00 PER YEAR
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ing the decade ending in 1910 there
was a very decided inciease in the
number of immigrants, the former
being 1.1,977,091 apd thn latter

SHOIflS

INCREASE

ENONEHUNDREDYEARS
Washington, Sept. 10 Thhty-fou- r
million migrants have entered the
L'niU'd State in the punt century. In
the tame time the population of the
country has increased 07,000,000.
Until tho world war the effect of
immigration on ,the population in- wan
very marked
cueaM
amounting to more than 50 per c.ent
in the decade ending in 1910. It ex
ceeded forty per cent in the ten years
ending with the present year and immigration bureau officials are of the
opinion that had the war not intervened the percentage for this decade
would have been greater than that
cf the last.
During the first ten years of the
century or from 1820 to 1830 the
number of immigrants arriving in the
United States was less than one per
cent of tho increase in population, the
figures being 143,4119 immigrants
and 3,227,507 population increase. In
the next ten years ttiis one per cent
had grown to 12, the census of 1840
showing a population of 17,009,453
with an increase of 4,203,43.1 while
during the sume period 509,125 im
migrants entered the country.
In the next decade ended in 1850
the population increased 6,122,423
while Imigration totaled 1,713,251 or
slightly more than 16 per cent.
In the ten years ended in 1800 the
population increase was 8,251,445
while immigrants entering the country numbered 2,598,214 or more
than 25 per cent of the population
increase.
The next decade snw the population increase 7,115,050 and immigraor slightly
tion totaled 2,314.824
more thnn 28 per cent. The percentage decreaseil during tho ten years
ended with 18N0 owing to an unusually large increase in population. This
increase was 11,5!)7,412 while the to- tu of immigration was 2,812.191 or
.about 19 per cent. In the deendo ended in 1890 the population increased
12,791,931 while ii,24n,Gi: immigrants entered the country making
the percentage about 42 per cent.
In the succeeding decade ended In
1900 there was a sharp decrease in
immigration with the result that
sons coming into the country represented only about 23 p cent of the
population Increase. This was
while the number of immigrants arriving was 3,844,420.
Whilu tho population 'increase remained at about the same ratio dur

The estimated increase for the ten
years ended this year (1920) is
while the total number of
immigrants during this period was
0,1 00,000. The percentage ratio thus
was only about 43 per cent, this being
due to the falling off in immigration
during the four years of the world
war.
Of the 34,000,000 Immigrai.ts entering the country in the last 100
of them or
years, nearly
8,200,075 came from England, Ir- land, Scotland and Wales. Germany
furnished the second largest number
5,405,539 and Italy the third largest,
was next
4,100,740.
behind Italy with 4.068,448. while
Rusia wet fifth with.3,31 1,406. The
Denmark,
countries,
Scandinavian
Norway and Sweden have sent 2,134,- 414 of their citizens to the United
States.
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MURRAY-ROBINSO-

Mr. Francis Arthur Murray
Miss Effio May Robinson were

i

and

!

.I

mar

ried last Saturday morning at the
Sacred Heart Catholic Church, the
ceremony being performed by Father
Kabien Hoerner. The bride and
groom were accompanied by Mr. Basil Nevitt and Miss May Prince.
Immediately after the ceremony
the newly married couple left for a
short visit at Koswell after which
they will return to Clevis and make
their home.
The groom is wire chief here for
tho Mountain Slates Telephone Co.
The bride, whose former home is Por- tales, has also been employed with
the local phone company at an

Li

REAOY-TO-PUT-O-

AT FASHION PARK

A 1. 1IA YS PRICED TO WARRANT VALUS

TAX ATTORNEY TO SUE
ON DELINQUENT TAXES

IT IS NOT EXCEPTIONAL
FOR A MAN TO EXERT HIS

TO WEAR THE
STYLE OF COAT HE PREFERS, BUT WE SUGGEST
THAT THE STANEREK BE

RIGHT

APPEAR MORE ERECT
AND SlfBSTANT IAL.
UNQUESTIONABLY THERE
IS SATISFACTION TO BE

GAINED THROUGH THE

District Tax Attorney II. R. Parsons was In Clovis last week prepar-

CONFIDENCE THAT YOU
ARE ERECT AND CORRECT.

ing to file suit for collection of delinquent taxes in Curry County. The
sale of lands on which taxes are past
due is set for Friday, October 15th,
at 9:00 a. m.
The tax rolls of the coi.nty are in
fairly good nhnpo, according to J.
Simpson Morgan, Treasurer. Up to
August 31st, 93.07 per cent of the
taxes had been paid in, and only
(2,003.11 out of tho total assessment
of (335,590,38 remains to bo paid.

Oil

mat
EES

New shipments of Oldfield tires are
arriving each week. They arc tho best
by test. Jno. F. Taylor Tire and Bat-

tery

Co.

TENTH OF NATIONS POPULA-TIODWELL IN THREE CITIES

2C
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GIVEN CONSIDERATION.
POSSIBLY YOU WANT TO

CL'STOM SERVICE WITHOUT
THE ANNOYANCE OF A TRY-OTAILORED-

H

G

,1

Our New Fall Stock
Includes the most complete line of

Children's Shoes
We have some especially good values iu
school shoes tome in and see them.

to $18.00
$100 to $9.00

Men's Dress Shoes
Men's Work Shoes

$6.50

Ladies' Shoes

$8.50 to $15.00

Misses Shoes
Boys' Shoes

Children's Shoes

one-tent- h

mm
('

.!

,..'

to $10.50
$5.00 to $6.50
$1.50 to $6.00

$5.00

Shoe Repairing a Specially

A. Wiedmann Shoe Store
"The Place You Buy Your Shoes"

'S
"Republicans
Have Turned Their
Backs To Labor," Ha Charge

WASHINGTON, D. C Samuel
Gsmpers, president of the American
Federation of Labor, in the current
issue of the "American Federation-ist- ",
declares that Senator Warren
G. Harding is for "going backward,"
and that the principles that he advo
cates offer nothing constructive to
meet the issues of the day.
Gompers' criticism is couched in
the strongest terms he has yet used,
and his advocacy of Governor Ja.nes
Cox is as vigorous as his
of Harding. He charges that
the Republicans have "turned their
backs on labor," and would revert
to conditions that have passed.
While Gompers takes
pains to
make it clear that no one in the labor
movement has authority to tell anyone else how his vote should be cast,
it became knuwn that the leaders in
the federation, in the four principal
railroad brotherhoods' and in tho
United Mine Workers will begin active organization among their membership in Cox's behalf. The organiATTENDING CONFERENCE
zations encompass practically all orJohn D. Brown, local represents ganized labor.
tive of the New York Lifo Insurance
A loss of mora thon 35,000,000 in
Company, left Tuesday morning for
Excelsior Springs, Mo., where he will world population has been traced to
conference of tho World War by a committee formattend the three-da- y
the hundred thousand dollar club of ed to investigate tho losses. The
actual battle deaths were moro than
the company.
0,000,000, the others were caused by
Judge RiE. Rowells was on the war epidemics, food blocades and
sick list for two or three days the starvation and the fall In the normal
birth rate.
first of the week.
--

Men's Ladies' and

Iu the Newest Styles of Lasts and Colors.

Washington, Sept 15. About
of the people of the United
States live in the cities of New York,
Chicago and Philadelphia, while more
live in 67 cities havthnn
ing a population of 100,000 or more,
final statistics of the fourteenth are
expected to show.
The three cities with populations
of 1,000,000 or more New York,
have a
Chicago and Philadelphia
combined population of 10,145,521,
showing an increase of 1,644,347, or
about 19.5 per cent, in the ten years
since 1910.
0
Cities having 500,000 to
have increased from 5 in
1910 to 9 this year, Detroit, Los Angeles, San Francisco having advanced
into this class.
There was a net increase of 2 in
the cities of the 250,000 to 500,000
class with a total of 13 although 6
cities advanced into this classification. They are Kansas City, Mo.,
Indianapolis,
Rochester,
Seattle,
Portland, Ore'g., and Denver.
There are 42 cities of from 100,-00- 0
to 250,000 this year, a net increase of 11, although 17 have shown
increases bringing them into this
class.

ASSAILS

1,000,-000,00-

t
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ADVERTISE

FARMERS ASK REPRESENTATION IN PRESI.
It was Teter Cooper who said: In
DENT'S CABINET
all towns where a newspaper ia published every man should advestise,
Chicago, 111., Sept. 19. The Amerif even nothing more than a card tell- - ican Farm Federation today adopted
.
:
:
u:
i i
i .
'"K "B "uuie mm uunint'ss ne is in, 11 resolutions , demanding
representanot only pays the advertiser, but lets tion for farmers and stock raisers
the people know that the town you re- in the cabinet and opposing Governside in is a prosperous one. Don't ment price fixing of farm products.
pull down the sign if you intend to do The resolution also demanded that
business for it often indicates that the Government "make a study of
your prip commercially is broken. the agricultural products and cost of
The judicious advertiser will receive producing so thut frequent, abnormal
ten dollars for everyone invested in and minous fluctations in prices of
the columns of a local newspaper."
farm prices may be avoided.
hxchange.

Clovis Furniture & Undertaking Co.
S. Main

Street.

OPEN DAY AND NIGHT
Telephones Day, 67; Xight, 14 and 203

Clovis Furniture & Undertaking Co.
and 214 S. Main Street.
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT
Telephones Day 67; Night 14 and 203
208-210-21- 2

j

AMBULANCE SERVICE
C. V. STEED, Manager

Undertaking Parlors 112 West Grand Ave.

HOT AND COLD WATER

WOMEN AND THE FAIRS

vnts, where's your indifferent inter
est now? When you give personally
To many people a county fair is to anything, you receive from it perjunt( a duy or two of exhibits, some sonally, too. You need the county
interesting and some to be passed fair for things it can teach, and it.
by without a glance; some races, needs you for ideals you can give to
more or less exciting, pink drinks other people.
with fancy names and a bad after
Now just a few suggestions with
taste, crowds of neighbors and reference to making the most of the
t rangers, dust, the shouts of the exhibit. Canned fruits and vegeta"indestructible comb breaker" or a bles in uniform containers, all quarts
kewpie chance outfit and just a tire or all pints, when several jars are to
come, hot good time.
be exhibited as part of one entry,
If your interest consists of that, will always be given a preference by
go anyway, you're needed; but you're the Judges over those sent in assorted
not getting the most out of the fair sizes and al! types of jars. It's the
for yourself. Just suppose your same with several glasses of jelly
email Sam has a pig he has spent They needen't be large containers,
days scrubbing, oiling and brushing, but they should all be tlikc. Have
which he enters with the elite of
them labeled neatly, and all the labels
on the opening day of the fair; the same distanc? .'rom the
or suppose that Susy has sewed care- Be sure they are in the best of confully all summer, and carefully press dition and look as fine as you can
ed and pinned her apron and bug make them.
with the rest of the sewing club's
Never send in cooked foods on any
aprons and bags on a bir black back- dish of which you are very choice, nor
ground in the needlework roam, or which you feel as if you could never
you, yourself, as the manufacturer lose. Paper plates with paper doilies
of the original
are just as attractive for an exhibit
tongue-meltin- g
chocolate cake, have as the oldest family china.
cnt in a marvelous example nf the
Sewing should always be clean and
amc to the cooked food superintend- - pressed. Any judge will discriminate
against .what appears to be a hasty
and careless afterthought. Embroidered pieces and laces look much more
MY HEAD!
When the attractive and command much more
attention when the design is put over
1 head feels
t h i c k or a background of colored paper or
aches, when cloth. Be sure the color of the back
one feels all ground harmonizes, and in the case
of white things is as dainty as posperhaps a sible.
One last word:
Don't watch the
tongue it judge while she is placing the awards.
is the signal Her work is hard enough at best; and
that poisons if she's at nil inclined to be human,
are accumu- she'll try to be perfectly fair; but
lating in the she'll dislike you forever for standing
system, and or watching and perhaps whispering
should bo to your neighbor. Hero is wishing
cleaned out your county fair splendid weather,
and yourself all the first prizes you
at once.
can he best deserve! E. D.
ascrilx;d to our own neglect or
yguclcssncss. When the organs fail
LUCKY
in the discharge of their duties,
First Hobo (at early dawn) I
the putrefactive germs set in and
generate toxins actual poisons, dreamed last night, I found a quart
which fill one's own body.
bottle of alcohol. Just as I removed
Sleepiness after meals, flushing de cork and rai&ed de nectar to my
of the face, extreme lassitude, bil- lips a rooster crowed somewhere and
iousness, dizziness, sick headache, wake me up. Dat's hard luck."
acidity of the stomach, heartburn,
Second Hobo "Not so, pardnur,
offensive breath, anemia, loss of in the first place it was probably
weight and muscular power, de- wood alchohol, and second we may be
crease, of vitality or lowering of able to locate dat rooster and have
resistance U infectious diseases, him for breakfast.
disturbance of the eye, dyspepsia,
Indigestion, gastritis, many forms
Japan has a censorship of movies
of catarrh, asthma, ear affections that really censors, from the censor's
and allied ailments result from point of view. Women must not sit
or
in the same section with men even
Take castor oil, or procure at when accompanied with male comthe drug store, a pleasant vege- panions, and every kiss that appears
table laxative, called Dr Pierce's in the film is ruthlessly chopped oat.
Xteaaa&t Pellets, composed of
pig-do-

btf.-.un-

Hubit is a curious thing. One man
tukes a big drink of ice water before
he goes to bed. Another swallows
a glass of hot water. Both are after
comfort.
The ice water paralyzes all stom
ach action for half an hour or longer.
The hot water stimulates
stomach
action and draws the blood from the
brain, thereby inducing sleep.
It is worth while to learn to like
hot water. It is more satisfying than
cold. The former jolts the digestive
processes, the latter pleasantly promotes them. And many a time, the
doctors say, when a person craves
very cold water what he really needs
is hot water.

WHERE

PRAYER

AMBULANCE SERVICE
C. V. STEED, Manager

Undertaking Parlors 112 West Grand Ave.

WAS NEEDED

Aggressin (KanPurity Black-leand Mick of the Dublin Fusi
For wooden, til or mtrbl floors'
Germ-fre- e
Vaccine.)
Blackleg
sas
liers, had a little matter to settle,
Biggs, Phone
See
Dr.
20c
a
dose.
WASHING
and adjourned to a convenient spot
to adjust it. Just as Pat had given 331.
POWDER.
Mick his "sleeping draft" the parde
News Classified ads get results.
happened tc come upon the scene.
The parde helped Mick to revive,
or.d when the latter was in a state
to understand again the parde said
to him: "I shell pray thr.t you
o
THE CITIZENS BANK OF CLOVIS
Pat for that blow."
Mick shock his head slowly and
"The Farmers' Friend"
said : "Save time, yer riverence, just
wait until I'm fit again and then pray
for Pat." London
We solicit your banking business.

Tt

g

u-

8JTi-tf- c

I

I

for-giv-

!

Tit-Bit- s.

You can make your worst enemy
look small by speaking kindly of him.
The public is not slow to judge.

.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
Clovis. New Mexico

it

Get the Money

t

A Strong Bank In a Growing Town
5

mouth-waterin-

If you expect to make

a farm loan this vear
better get the money now, as no one knows what
.
.:n t.ne i j
ti- c can use a lew good
ronuiiiuns win
taier.

T

tl
t

I

loans on improved land. List your farms and city
property with us if yo mvant to sell it.

&

SONS GRAIN COMPANY

Implements, Coal and Grain

t

Union Mortgage Co.

LANE

Our Motto:
'The Price Is The Thing"
See us before you sell

ts

S. W.

LANE, Manager

'coated

Hay-apple,

aloes and jalap,

Classified ads get Tesults.
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ad Name and Brand to Trust
THE NAME of Goodrich, branded
on automobile tires, is itself a certification of the very utmost in tire
satisfaction.

Stamped upon millions oi tires, it
has stood and today stands responsible for their superior quality and

4

service.

t
t

WE ARE TIRE EXPERTS
and arc fully informed as to their past performances.
The fact that we handle a certain brand of tire is a
good guarantee of its worthiness. Are you carry- inj; a couple of extra tires? It is real
,
insurance to do so.

8000 Miles for Silvertown Cords,
6000 Miles for Fabric Tires, is an
adjustment basis maintained only
by virtue of persistent high quality
reflected in the big mileage which
Goodrich Tires deliver.

--

I

Z

FISK, HOWE AND CARSPRING TIRES, THE
BEST ON THE MARKET
The Shop

Goodrich Tires.
"Best in theLongRun"

cAJjustment Hasty Silvertown Cords, 8000 Milci
Fabric Tires, 6000 Miles

That Gives Your Dollar A Long Ride

Sold and Recommended by

MOTOR INN
113 W. Otero Ave.

Phone 56

CLOVIS FILLING STATION
CLOVIS AUTO COMPANY

Ik
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day and there will be no preaching;
PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
Paul second with a ten per cent de
meats, fish, dried beans, peas, pea- DECREASE IN FOOD
services at the Presbyterian Church
nuts, and other nuts; cereal or
PRICES REPORTED cline. Detroit was third with a 9 per
Rev. W. M. Elliott left for Santa Sunday on account of his absence.
cent decrease.
starchy foods such as bread, cereal
WASHINGTON, D. C Twenty- Fe Wednesday morning to attend the
Vrajne Has Biggest and Oldest mushes, rice and tapioca; fatty foods
A congregational meeting is called
Eventually Why Not Now?
seven of the standard articles going
meeting of the Synod of New Mexico following the Sunday school hour.
salad
such
cream,
and
butter,
as
oils
Turkish Bath in Serbia.
Blackmore-ZerweCo. Insurance, which convenes .Thursday at 7 :30.
r
This is an important meeting and all
bacon; vegetables and fruits, but into the American family market
between
price
decreased
in
basket
Mr. Elliott will be away over Sun members are requested to be present.
such as cereals and dried beans are
The News Classified ads get results
Ytt tha People of the Town Are Now not put under this classification; sim- July 15 and August 15.
toannouncement
cookmaking
including
In
cakes and
this
ple sweets,
Learning Art of Bathing From
ies that contain little fat; cane sugar, duy, the Department of Labor bu
Rtd Croaa.
plain candies, maple sugar, sweet reau of labor statistics made public
Vrajne, Serbia. There uai I time chocolate, jelies, preserved fruit, figures showing that during the
in Vrajne when (he people Included jams, marmalades, honey, molasses, thirty-daperiod ending with the
whatever the Serbian word for bnth sirups, and dried figs, dates and other middle of August the retail price of
may be In their everyday vocabularies
potatoes fell 44 per cent and the
dried fruits.
and not lufmiucntly suited the tlon
Suggested Baket Lunches
price of cabbage went down 41 per
Some
44444444444444444444444444444444'
of
to the word, but that wat bmidreua
Here are some recommended com cent.
year ago. Today It Is with dllllculty
The drop in sugar prices was
that the envoys of the American Ili'd l.inations:
WE WANT YOUR WHEAT.
Sandwiches with sliced tender
Cross at Vrujne are teaching the peo-pat 14 per cent. Most kinds of meat
The embargo, that lias been effective since Augthe practlciil mennlng of the word. meat for filling; baked apple, cookies, decreased in price.
And yet, of nil the towns In Serbia, or a few lumps of sugnr.
lias been lifted and we can handle your
ust
2nd,
Eggs went up 11 per cent, during
Vrajne Ih the one which nlmuld be
Slices of meat loaf or bean loaf, the period. With this exception and
v.'heat
y.
prornptl
bnthlng,
most fnmillur with buths nnd
bread and butter sandwiches, stewed pork chops, which increased 5 per
for It Is the home of the blK't nnd fruit, small frosted cuke.
cent, the increase in other foodoldest Turkish Imlh establishment In
Crisp rolls, hollowed out and filled stuffs were 2 per cent or less.
the country. The ancient buths were
built In the sixteenth century hy the with chopped meat or fish moistened
Indications that the dtiline in
Turks themselves, who thim ruled the and seasoned or mixed with salad food price levels was gelcral is seen
anof
apple,
orange,
mixture
a
dressing,
country. They are housed In un
in statistics that each of the 61 cities
cient atone structure with a red tile sliced fruita or berries; cuke.
covered by tho bureau's survey re
roof.
Lettuce or celery sandwiches, cup
ported decreases.
The water, In the days when the custard, jelly sandwiches.
CLOVIS, NEW MEXICO
Minneapolis led with a decrease of
baths were operating, (lowed Into
Cottage cheese and chopped green
neighbor,
with
underground
its
cent
St.
per
11
huge vats above primitive
pepper sandwiches or a pot of cream
furnaces from a spring whojie crystal
with bread and butter sandstream, now released, still bubbles cheese
through the vaulted cellars of the an- wiches; peanut sandwiches, fruit,
cient establishment. The steam from cake.
r
Hard boiled eggs, crisp
the vats was led to the hot rooms
hove through channels cut In the solid
biscuits, celery or radishes,
rock walls of the building, for In the brown sugar or maple sugar sanddays when the Vrajne baths were con- wiches.
structed there was no such thing as an
Bottle of milk, thin corn bread and
Iron or lead pipe In all of Serbia.
apple.
Today the Vrajne baths are desert- butter, dates,
bread with butter.
or
nut
Raisin
the?
which
of
Is
a ritual
ed. Bathing
city's population has known nothing cheese, orange, maple augar.
sand
Baked bean and lettuce
The youth of the
for generations.
town are learning the art from the wiches, apple sauce, sweet chocolnle
Itnd Cross workers feeding nnd caring
Nearly everyone knows the neces- for the children of the poor, but the ity of dainty wrapping and pacliintr
elders still look on the nirulnr abluf an appetizing lunch is to be tne
tion of the body as a troublesome suA container thr.t can be scaldresult.
perfluity, and the ancient baths of
ed,
of parrnfin paper, a jelly
plenty
Vrajne may crumble Into ruins ere the
cover, and bottles with
subterranean steam vats boll nnd bub- cup with
screw tops all aw'st in the making
ble again.
of a dainty lunch.
DALY
DAN
QUITS MARINES
high
One good second-hanFamous War Hsro Who Won' Two grade piano, also new piano for sale.
Medals Will Qo Into '
Speciul bargain. D. N. Croft, Phone
Business.
202.
Paly,
Sergt.
Pan
York.
First
New
undoubtedly the best known man In
One of the most important items in the home is
nil the services with the exception of
Sorgt. York of Argonne fame, lias been
Fixtures.
Electric
the
placed on the Inactive list of tbu Malight you can pet is not good enough.
best
The
rin Corps reserve.
have
in our stock the most popular and
We
for
of
honor
Duly won two medals
valor In the Hoxer rebellion nnd In
line of fixtures in the Southwest.
the capture of Fort Hlvlere In llnltl,
These fixtures are for your approval and we
nnd Is snld to he the only man In
will be glad to show you our entire stock.
all the services who holds two medals
of honor.
In the world war his feats of exceptional bravery won for hlin the
inllltnlre and the croIx du guerrw
from France, and tho distinguished
service cross from On. Pershing. His
passing from the active list to go into
OF CLOVIS
business removes from the murine
their most picturesque of the old
school soldiers.

BATHLESS BATH HOUSE

Grain and Flour

y

ie

SUNLIGHT FLOUR

Cramer Mill & Elevators Co.

bakinir-powde-

!
Up
Bright .en

Kiser & Kemper

up-to-d-

Transfer and
Service Car

Nunn Electric Company

PHONE 450

44444444444

Wife So Jealous She
Barred Checker Game
8an Francisco. His wife was
so jenlous she would not even
permit him ta play checkers
with his brother, Shirley
told Superior Judge
John J. Van Nnstrand. He said
Mrs. Edna B. Burllngarae broke
op the game In their home because she thought her husband
wasn't paying enough attentlou
to ber. He showed the Judge
scars on his face, Inflicted by
his wife eight years ago, be
said, when she stopped the game
of checkers, "Lucky you weren't
playing penny ante," observed
the judge, "or she might have
killed you." He granted the

I

Say

j

Boy !

j

Ilur-llnga-

a
Want a nice cool drink at
batt fountain in town?
It's the bast way to endure
those hot, dusty afternoons..
tkm

Ml

J
X

Let's Go To

FIVE CROUPS OF FOOD NEEDED

MURRAY'S

In general, the school lunch, like
the child's diet as a whole should contain representatives of the five food 4 Slaughter
tii it should be found food
such as milk, cheese,
protein,
In
rich

Confectionery
Murrsf, Proprietor.

7FREE TO CHILDREN!
1

TOY FOR THE CHILDREN. ABSOLUTELY FREE! FILL IN THE MISSING WORDS IN THE POEMS
ikvjm inc.
LLLrTIAINI UK uuvt iKAUt makn3.
BELOW AND MAIL THE CLIPPINGS TO U.)lJt.iKTHt:', Willi

A MOST EDUCATIONAL

111-

ELABORATE, JUWULL VILLAGE.

FRONTS OK OUR PRODUCTS AND WE WILL FORWARD

PROMPTLY,

ALL DELIVERY CHARGES

PREPAID.

A COMPLETE

tui

Moyi'VoeV&TK?

MikM
WSmm HskP life! P SSsPlRl

iirffSfe iiililp HftftMi

wmim
w&fei
mm$&
ifcifli
UHtS
0St
Vgli

IP1

......... was a task
Washing
That made the baby sore
I UfU
learned the cnSe
was done with

liJT

RUB-NO-MO-

Without

bubble

E

Its double the trouble

To rub off the duds
In the

full of suds

Ma

The busy bee
Uses Spotless Cleanser
And lives in filee

In Jungle Town, there is no frown
day worry either
No
Soap and Powder
Since
aners.
Have cr.'.ered in as
RUB-NO-MO-
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Detroit,

Ijl

FIGURES

Sept. 21.
of pro-wprices on all
products of the Ford Motor Co., effective immediately, was announced
today by Henry Ford. The price reductions range from approximately
14 per cent on motor trucks to 31
per cent on small automobiles.
In announcing the decision of the
company, Mr. Ford, in a formal statement said: "Now is the time to call
a halt on war methods, war prices,
war profiteering, and war goods. It
may be necessary for everybody to
stand a little sacrifice but it will be
most profitable after all, because the
sooner wo get business of the country
back to pre-wcondition, progress,
prosperity and contentment will occupy the attention of the people.
"For the best interest of all it is
time that a real practical' effort was
made to bring the business of the
country and the life of the country
down to normal. Inflated prices always retard progress."
The announcement said the price
reductions were made despite unfilled
orders for 146,065 vehicles.
There will be no reduction
in
wages at any of the Ford plants, it
was announced..
Mich.,

I THE GLO VIS CANDIDATE

ar

(n)

See our window of stunning Blouses
at the small price of

98c Each

For Saturday Only
Ask to see our wonderful line of Classic Coats
and Suits at such reasonable prices.

FOR SALE Two good high grade
Holstcin bulls, one year old and two
year old. Also soma pigs.
John
Nafzger.
,

Perhaps you met fried In tile piwtt
and ain't help lu
It will never brine solace to ohur- lh them still;
There are ralnbuw-llne- d
clouds, there
are pueiine ot rlndnesa
your
Awaiting
bidding to come at
your will.
SEASONABLE

DISHES.

For any meal after breakfast a snlnd
will be enjoyed. A simple head lettuce
with a French dressing.
which Is well seasoned,

IB
I
An Immense Line of Everything in the

Millinery Department Shapes

Trimmed Hats and Trimmings
New Pattern Hats Each Week
We also have a bargain table where you can find

adding a spoonful of

cat-

sup, Worces tersli Ire
sniice and a little onion
Juice or grilled onion, is

salad hard to equal.
For variety, roll a half
cupful
of fresh, crisp
peanuts, sprinkle with a
finely minced onion over head lettuce
and serve with French dressing.
cupful
Two
Waffle
of sifted
flour, two egg yolks, two cupftils of
sour milk, three ten?poonfuls of bakf
ing powder,
leuspnnnful of
soda, one lenspoonful of snlt, and two
tenspooiifnls of melted shortening.
Dissolve the soda In the n.llk, add the
Milt and hnkltig powder to the flour,
add the beaten yolks nnd shortening;
give a god beatlmr after nil the Influke on a hot
gredients are mixed,
a

The Albuquerque Herald, published every evening in Albuquerque lias a
full leased wire Assoeiated .Press service and gives the readers throughout
New Mexico the very latest, news obtainable from any paper in the state.
The Evening Herald leaves Albuquerque for Clovis at 10:10 at night. This
is the first train and the only train available for any paper out of Ibis ctiy
for points between Albuquerque and Clovis. No oilier paper printed in Albuquerque or this part of the state can posibly reach Clovis sooner than the
K ven ing Herald.
The Albuquerque Evening Herald is now conducting a big circulation
prize contest in which three automobiles will be awarded candidates throughout the state.
Clovis has a candidate in the person of Mrs. 11. E. Carlisle of the Clovis
National Hank who is working hard to Win one of the automobiles qr one of
the other fine prizes offered.
Your subscription to this young lady right at this time may be the means
of her winning one of the cars and at the saine time you will procure the best
daily paper in the State of New Mexico at the eost of $7."( per year or .H(Xi
for six months, votes on same being given in favor of Mrs. Carlisle should you
so desire

SUBSCRIBE TODAY AND BOOST YOUR CANDIDATE
DRIVING SEAT OP

A PRIZE AUTOMOBILE
n

a

.

n

-- .

.

M'ADOO TO MAKE
service a report af the year's work Clovis at Littlefield, Texas.
Why
SPEAKING TOUR TO
will be given by the pastor, this be- they wcro vuught they were bonrding
THE PACIFIC COAST ing the last Sunday before confer- a west bound train for Santa Fe.
ence. You will be interested in this
William G. McAdoo, former sec- report.
Be sure to be there. This
retary of the treasury, will enter the will be followed by sermon.
democratic national campaign with
Look
Why
Senior League at 6:30.
a speaking tour that will carry him
Come to the friendly church.
to the Pacific coact with speeches in
It. B. Freeman, I'ltstor.
many large cities. Announcement
to this effect was made Ibis week by LOCAL POLICE CATCH
We have many beautiful pieces of
democratic national headquarters.
RUNAWAY YOUNGSTERS
used furniture that are as good as
Upon advices from Ahein.itl.y, new that will save you much money
METHODIST CHURCH
Drop in anil
Texas. City Police D. L. Move nnnie- - on furnishing your home.
Following will be the order of ser- - hemled three hove whose aires raiie look our stock over,
We buy second-ham- !
furniture of
vices at he Methodist Church next from 12 to 15 years of age, and ihey
all
kinds.
jnre being held for word from Iheir
Sunday, September 20th:
Sunday School at 9:45 a. m. Class-- J homes. The luds, Glen Smith, Spur,
es for all.
'geon O'Neal and Niel Fields, had run
Preaching by the pastor both morn- - j away from their homes in Abernnthy,
218 South Mitchell
ing and evening.
At thu morning and hnd boarded a train bound for
Old Modal Laundry Stand

not

waffle Iron.
Fruit Satplcon.

Grisamore & Osborne

W. I. MILES

The Republican Party Will Win

In New Mexico
BECAUSE

1'eel three bananas,

the people of this slate arc in sympathy with the rest
of the nation in refusing to accept the perils of the
Wilson League of Nations to which (lovenior Cox,
democratic candidate for President stands

do not prove
your money will be refund-

BECAUSE
the Republican party in New Mexico is pledged to a
program of wise, constructive legislation, staled in
unequivocal terms, which every citizen will recognize as just to all and for llic welfare of,1he state.

BECAUSE
Merritt

(Jov-eruo- r,

clear-thinkin- g,

(Tha Original Korak Wonder)
kidneys, liver and bowch. A splendid blood purifier, removes worms
from the body, stops bedwetting. A
great family medicine. Price $1.00
per box.
KUCKER'S FAMOUS
KORAK OIL
For rheumatism and nil nehes and
pains, corns, bunions, sore feet, also
for wire cuts and galled
Price 75c per bottle.
FOR SALE BY
SOUTHWESTERN DRUG CO.
Clovit, N. M.
0

C. Mechein,

Republican candidate for
is a courageous,
competent
man who can he depended upon to lead the legislature to the full performance of every party pledge.

For all disorders of tho stomach,

TUB II. D. RUCKER RE.MERY
Aniarilio, Texas

live-

stock ranches, our mines, require relief from disaster threatened by democratic mistakes and see that
relief in the sound domestic policies of Warm (J.
Harding.

RUCKER'S FAMOUS
KORAK REMEDY

"PE-RU-N-

MHWWIS.'H":

our great producing industries, our farms, our

ed.

na

a,

BECAUSE

one-hal-

If these remedies

The following letter written
has done wonders
from Detroit, Michigun isnosnap and to me Is worth its weight in
Judgmentexpresstd on the merits gold. 1 shall continue to use
ol
the well- as long as
.
knowncatarrh remedy,
I live and recommend
but rather a mature,
to ray friends who are
sober opinion formed
troubledwithcatarrh."
altera full year's trial.
Nothing can bn moro
This is the way Mr.
convincing tlmii iin enMichael Fuko of 9j0
dorsement of thU naEast 1'nlmer Avenue,
ture from an actual
in the Michigan Metro-piili- s,
user. There arc many
writes: "After
people in every comusing
for
munity whose experialxm t one year will say
ence,!? using
havo
very
I
found it a
has been idcntieul v.llh
good medieine for
Mr. Fako's. It in the
It has helped
ttnndby for coiihs,
ma a reut ileul niwl f
nolds.nnlArrh. strim mh
am very well satihflcd. I have and bowol disorders and nil cagained In weight, eat and sleep tarrhal conditions,
well, my bowels are regular and
Tut up in both tnblot r- - VijuM
better oolor in my face.
form. Hold cvKBYwinriu.'

Over Our

Furniture Stock?

one-ba- lf

Pe-ra--

THE

one-hal-

remove the coarse threads and slice
Id thin slices; peel two orange and
hats of good materials in all practical shapes at
cut In lengthwise slices; remove the
exterior of a pineapple and shred with
prices from $4.50 to $6.00 each.
a fork to remove the fruit from the
pound
core; skin the grapes,
A specialty is made of Children's Hats. All
of white ones, and remove the seeds.
Mix the fruit lightly with one cupkinds and prices.
ful of sugar, the Juice of a lemon.
Chill and serve In sherbet raps garnished with maraschino cherries.
Make a
Chicken a la McDonald.
sauce of three tablespoonfula each ot
flour and butter and when well mixed
f
cupfnls of scaldadd one and
ed milk. Cook until smooth, then add
one capful of cold cooked chicken out
North Main Street Building Formerly Occupied by
In strips, three cold cooked potatoes
B
slices and one
cut Id
Clovis Journal
truffle cut In strips. Season with salt
and pepper nnd serve hot
Chicken Cooked In Milk. Cut up a
MHKHHBISSBRSKnBBOBBSS!
good fowl as for fricassee, place In a
dttfp huklng dish, season nnd roll each
Lack of help on farms promises to that they would be sure of rovcrir piece In flour before placing In the
dish. Cover with sweet milk und Imke
cut down the New Zcland wheat crop. ment price under all conditions.
Man's natural liberty is being cur In n moderate oven tin (4! the chicken
The government, however, has decided to pay an average minimum tailed more and more every day. It's Is tender and the sauce cooked down
price of $1.83 b bushel for the wheat, a jail offense to tote a pistol in Ken to a well thickened gruvy.
with the understanding thut produc- tucky now.
ers are at liberty to go into the marThe News Classified ads pet results
ket and obtain the ruling prices, but
Don't' Experiment

After Thorough Trial a Detroit.
Mich., Man Endorses

INTO

CO.

BECAUSE
every candidate on the Republican state ticket is experienced in the public service he aspires to perform
and has been heretofore tried in that service and
found worthy and efficient.
A REPUBLICAN VICTORY IS A PERSONAL VICTORY
FOR EVERY
MAN, WOMAN AND CHILD IN NEW MEICO
"

IfULiriCAL ADVFRTIINr.

IT
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CLASSIFIED

RST NATIONAL BANK
I

small barn, 200 acres sowed to wheat, NOTICE OF APPOINTMENT .
price $35.00 per acre, $5,000 cash
AND NOTICE TO CREDITORS
balance terms. M. A. Crum, Friona,
In the Probate Court of Curry
Texas .
County, State of New Mexico.
FOUND On streets of Clovis a
In the matter of the estate of Elizman's puree containing some mon- abeth P. Palmer, deceased. No. 315.
ey and papers, Inquire at News OfNotice is hereby given that letters
fice and pay for this ad.
RWN of administration on the estate of
Elizabeth P. Palmer, deceased, were
FOR SALE BARCAIN3
granted
to the undersigned by the
Rooming House
$4,500
plastered house & shed S00 Probate Court of Curry county, State
plastered house & shed K00 of New Mexico, on the 20th day of
3 east front lots close in.... 1,000 September, A. D. 1920.
All persons having claims against
8 southwest front lots close in, 1 ,250
said estate are required to exhibit
Other bargains. Terms.
J. S. FITZHUGH," the same to the undersigned at the
N.
Main St. Office office of. R. E. Rowclls, in Clovis,
Office 110
New Mexico, for allowance, within
phone 44; res. phoncl3.
twelve (12) months after the date of
FOR SALE
modern
this notice with necessary vouchers,
620 North Axtell St., pebble' or they will be forever precluded
dashed, shade trees, sidewalks, chick' from any benefit of said estate; or
en- and coal house, garage.
M. W said claims may be filed with the
Page, owner.
Clerk of said Court

". Reserve District No. 11
REPORT OP THE CONDITION OF THE

;

e

ADS

:

8tate of New Mexico, at the close of business on September

1920.

RESOURCES
k'ounU, including rediscounts
f 68,514.53
nsecured
ral Reserve Bank (50 per cent of

f

sing bouse, owned and unincum- 3,208.25
Fixtures
4 with Federal Reserve Bank
and net amount due from nation- -

V

V7""-"--

23,076.48

-

city or town

ka located outside of

ng bank and other cash items
J but not collected approximate
f and Bills receivable not past due

FOR SALE CHEAP A good sorghum mill and two sets of eighth

2,221.52

JESS P. PALMER.
2

4

tp

Administrator.

PRESBYTERIAN

CHURCH

Rev. W. M. Elliott left for Santa
Fe Wednesday morning to attend the
meeting of tne Synod of New Mexico
which convenes Thursday at 7:30.
Mr. Elliott will be away over Sunday and there will be no preaching
services at the Presbyterian Church
Sunday on account of his absence.
A congregutionul meeting is called
following the Sunday school hour.
This is an important meeting and all
members ure requeued to be present.

,

80.60 grade school books. Sen J. B. Waits,
334.48 Clovis Grist Mill. P. O. Box 23. 162t

Sit

TOTAL...

1103,137.11

-

LIABILITIES
In

taid

RATE
Per Word Per Issue

650.00 160 acres of good farming land in
the Estancia Valley in 5 miles of
3,208.25 Eetancia, one mile of railroad, to
2,805.27
property in Clovis. Valued
2,249.58 trade for
at $1,600. Address Box 97, Clovis,
23,075 48 N. M.

in)

!mVi3"lVTBVl6Vnd

It

68,514.53
7.48

:

Dated this 20th day of September,
A. D. 1920.

fits

1,544.08
1,627.61

xpenses, Interest and taxes paid.- Acount collected or credited in ad- maturity and not earned (ap- -

'

FOR SALE Good second-han- d
one
row binder, good as new. Would
W. P.
let man run it on shares.
$ 17,500.00
M.
Greenfield,
N.
Clovis,
1,760.00
FOR SALE Ranch on the Pecos,
16.47
one mile from post office, orchard,
approximately 20 acres under irri
889.35 gation, modern 4 room adobe with
6,950.40 toilet, hath, hot
and cold water, ap66,096.76 proximately 40 acres above ditch. F.
E. Collins, Puerto de Luna
New

-

The man who invented the lever
and the screw declared that he could
land a whele on a horse hair if the
hair was long enough. ,

--

5s on own bank outstanding
Stems 29, 30,' 31, 32, and 33

6,950.40

tosit subject ta check

Homsnd deposits subject to reserve
deposit (oihcr than for money

!lime deposits

66.095.76

Mexico.

6,926.88

FOR SALE OR TRADE Drug
Store located in county scat town,
s,
very healthful.
Oak and Glass
1103,137.11
TOTAL
soda fountain.
New stock at
Mexico, County of Curry, a.
60c on dollar. Will take automobile
tSmithson, mnulcnt of the above named bank do solemnly at cash value. Owner stock man, no
ttbave statement is true to the best of my knowledge and time to devote to store. L.
Box 245,
1
JOHN F. SMITHSON, President
Ft Sumner, N. M.

r than

subject to reserve..
stated

6,926.88

3,058.25

thoHe above

Fix-ture-

litest!

J. R. CARVER, GEO. P.

W. T. STANFIELD,

vrxi
e thu

high
ill

BAX- -

FOR SALE Fivo room bungalow al
most completed. To be sold at a
intid sworn to before me this 18th day of September, 1920.
bargain.
A. D. Bobier, 500 North
11. 11. UAiiAiuft, notary ruDiic.
expires April 6, 1924.
Prince.

KlOW

HOUSE FOR RENT.
Also some
nice sleeping rooms, well located.
W. C.
Furnished or unfurnished.
Tharp, 1200 East Washington.

FE!?n3

twee
as th
ast o
bud
th

t

jwn 0
of th

1

i

id pre

FOR SALE Practically new McCor-mic- k
row binder. J. H. Kays,
Pleasant Hill. Postoffice, Routo A
Tcxico.

good second-hand- ,
high
grsde piano, also new piano for sale.
Speciul bargain. D. N. Croft, Phone
'
262.
FOR SALE Modern house for
sale, must be sold for cash immediately. Three blocks from best part
of Main Street, one block from new
Eugene school building. Apply to E.
Peterson, County Ajrent.

u Dinaers, unus

FOR SALE

S. W.
t.

. .

All

9-- 1

WANTED
ond-han- d

To buy some good sec

furniture. Phone

FOR RENT Some nice
rooms. Phone 197.

197.

listriet

FEATURE

1

LANE, Manager

CHARLES RAY in

Ik

modern

Up

:.,

throug
He fi

0
I

village bhiera
A Paramount Picture

(es
of

m

Up

FOR SALE Good young Jersey milk
ow, fresh, at a bargain,
Also see- r
onuI InanaI range cneap. xntnone
1005 N. Wallace.
ltc

Lane & Sons Grain Co.

1

of

block No. 4 and
in Block No. 5
Went Lawn. Write P. L. Everline,
Box 91, Slaton, Texas.

Lou

r narrows
I

Special Saturday flight Program

One

once if you want

.

j rone
jr sum

WANTED TO RENT Fnrnished or
unfurnished house or light housekeeping rooms by couple without children. Enquire at News office.

& Sons

Also Two Reel Sunshine Comedy

Mutt and Jeff Cartoon

II

FARM FOR SALE 640 acres, 27
miles southeast of Elida, N. M. 60
acres in cultivstion, with house and
All under fence. Price
windmill.
$6.25 per acre. W. H. Penix,. Floy923-4t- c
dads, Texas.

.

-

PORT OP THE CONDITION OF THE

.

;

FOR SALE Dandy Jersey milk cow,
only four years old and fresh no.

;MERS STATE BANK
uto of New Mexico, at the close of business on SeptemRESOURCES
$194,129.27

JUU

I :::::::::::::::::::::::::
liTand'unpfc'dged""!
I'.iinds ...
including

1,476.20

L.I unpledged

5,793.66

--

i'

--

n U. 8. Bonds

(not

.

p, Securities, 'etc
I .muse (if unincumbered)

f,m
i

iy

IJxchango Gram
t6TAL- I

.

-

.-

1,479.49
146.03

5,793.66
4,000.00
4,437.38
11,039.64
1,364.30
2,010.47

J. Rode,

ltc

I have on display at the Nunn Electric Co., pianos and player pianos

of the Baldwin line. Before buying
get terms 'and prices, if in the market
G.
.'or a real musical instrument.
C.
Factory reprcsenta-thFalkner,

-

$239,720.18

liabilities'

'.I
li.u current exnenscs. Interest

rr

JVJljtjst.
IN

"Hell Roarm' Reform"

1,025.52

' 7,496.90

FOR RENT Modern room convenient to bath, preferably to two
gentlemen.
909 North Connelly St
Up
Phone 272. .

25,000.00
8,500.00 FOR SALE By owner, modern five
room honse in Liubelt addition. Small
1,362.22 payment down, balance monthly.
d
u
182,890.97 Bargain if sold
suBJoct to check
at once. Telephone
I,168.b7 272.
Outstanding
Up
1H2.UOU.D4
denostS
nni
10,993.73
Wit
Dodge
REWARD New
$100.00
10,993.73
deposits
Touring car stolen. Engine 54770!),
nted elsewhere than at
16,804.09 license 492498,' seal 409480, factory
16,804.09
4 Bunk -- a
495461. Equipped with five United
$239,720.18 States cord casings. Cleveland Hay-to- r,
TOTAL..,
Clarendon, Texas.
ltc.
Vitniw nf r.iirrv. l
nnd James R. McDowell. Cashier, of the above
mnly swear that the above statement is true to the FOR RENT One nice sleeping room.
321 N. Connelly.
e and belief.
H. E. GUY, President '
FOR SALE 1000 acres good plains
J AS. R. McDOWELL, Cashlor.
t. JENNINGS, R. E. MADDOX, B. S. TRIPLETT, " land, five miles from railroad, 500
acres in cultivation, price $35.00 per
vorn to before me this 22nd day of September, 1920. acre, $12,000 cash balance terms,
320 acres twelve miles from railroad,
MARTIN M. CRAIO, Notary Public
four room house, well and windmill,
January 81, 1924.
n

n

e.

' 4,480.65

T

A.

FOR SALE Nine room apartment
house, modern, specially arranged for
$194,129.27 two families, plastered, shado trees,
966.39 hot and cold water in each kitchen,
200 S. Merriwether St. M. W. Page,
1.476-.2owner.

u.imu.us

natiorthl bnnks
am banks and bankers
lug house
I other cash
items
, nicklcs and cents

-

.J

,

.

ar

id v.l
itwxe
mbei

By Special Request
Overture and Lighting Effects used for the opening
performance duplicated Saturday Night

r
Farmers Especially Invited
No Increase in Admission Prices

it
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BROOKLYN

REIMS

continued with Cleveland one and $5.00 for tho best decorated school
games ahead of Chicago and room at the Ranchvali fair.
the latter the same distance ahead
of New York.
Mi's. A. C. Font ha been selected
an rhuirman of the committee on exhibits at Ranchvale.
ane-ha-

fibai LEU
Brooklyn reNew York, Sept. 22.
in the nalead
game
five
tt
tained
by defeat-in- g
tional league pennant race
New "iork
while
toduy,
Boston
wawas taking the finul game of the
gon with Chicago.
Cincinnati was eliminated tram the
to
race today by losing two games
The Rdn have ten more
Pittsburgh.
of
games to play and if they win all
of its reall
Brooklyn
loses
and
them
maining games, tho 191U champions
would still be one and one half games
behind the guperbas.
Brooklyft has a lead of five games
over the Giants and has six mare
games to play. The Giants have eight
pen-nnmore games to play. To win the
Brooklyn must win two of its
remaining games.
It would be impossible for
men to tie Manager Robinson's club.
No games were played today in the
American league and the standing
Mc-Gra-

lf

T

Boy s' and Girls' f

Club Corner
X

SEPTEMBER 23. 1920,

By Mrs. Edna Hume Durand
County Club Leader

A donation of $10.00 hn been received by the Locum Grove community to be used as prizes in the community displays at the fair which will
be held in connection with the Texice
fair on Saturday.

CUPID OUTWITS PARENTS
.
Brooks
tter has sold his Poland China Club Kilt for $50. The
Evory officer of the law, from the
pig was five months old. This la an
sheriff and his deputies to the city
especially good recommendation for
police, were notified Tuesday mornthe pig clubs over tho county.
ing to prevent the marriage of Miss
4
Vera
Blackwood, age 18, of Roswell,
The West Chapel community fair
will be hold Wcdiiesduy. The Allcorn and Eddie L. McCby, age 21, of
But the warning came
girls, Mcda, Jimmic, Cloo and Ethel, Vaughn.
and Avis Rush, from Melrose, will after the young couple had been
display thoir club exhibits at this fair. united in marriage by Judge J. P.
'
Noble.
The young, people came to Clovis
Mrs. Etina Hume Durand visited
from their homes on early morning
the Ranchvale district Wednesday.
4
trains, Tuesday, and left for Vaughn
Mr. V. Tate has offered a prizo of immediately after the ceremony.

This is to notify the general public that Ii. F. Specs, the
owner of the 5784 acre tract of land 8 miles northeast of Bellview,
N. M., which was advertised to be sold at auction sale on Wednesday, October 6th, has revoked his contract with me, and declines
to permit me to go ahead with his sale, and it is therefore impossible for me to proceed with the sale. Therefore his sale is called

jiw

11

PROTECT YOUR

near Clovis, Mondav, October 4th.

Hcc

JiHJlM

o

f

Dwelling and Houshold Goods

Mercantile Building and Stock
AGAINST

Fire, Lightning and Tornado

PROTECT YOUR

AGAINST

Automobile

Fire, Thofl, Accident

SEE US FOR

ff- -

Don't forget, however, that the C. C. Dorris 320 acre laud sale
advertised on the same bill will be held as advertised. This is an
excellent farm and 175 acres of good crop goes with the land.
Better come to this sale and buy this farm and own a good home

m

11

LIFE

bill below.

C. C. DORRIS' SALE
Monday, October 4th
Starting at 11:00 a. m. Mr Dorris will sell his choice 320 acre
farm located 4V2 miles south of Clovis, and 1 mile east of the highway. Sale will" be held on the farm. This land is all level with

acre in tho northtlie except ioii of a small lake of about one-hawest corner, where stock water stands nearly all the time. Has
been dry onlv one time in five years.
320 ACRES
of
is
the
land
This
W2 Sec. 9, Twp. 1 North, IJange 36 East.
On It. V. 1). Mail "is delivered every day. One mile from
Point Enterprise School. Telephone in house; only seven phones
on party line; has good three room boxed house, weatherlwarded
on outside and wall board inside, which makes a good warm house.
Two small rooms upstairs.
This farm has good barn with hallway and stalls for 10 horses
and 12 cattle, 2 higli board corrals; granary in barn. Oarage.
Land is mixed sandy loam. All mesquite grass no buuch
grass, lias 175 acres of the best crop in the county which all goes
with the land. 160 acres of corn that will make about 40 bushels
to the acre, or 6,400 bushels. 10 acres in cane. 5 acres in broom
corn will be put in the stack.
No better well in Curry County. Plenty of good cool water.
'Well is 212 feet deep and water stands 36 feet deep. Can't pump
it down. Windmill and pipe all new, has never had sucker rod
pulled. 30 barrel water tank. (Jarden paled in. Land well
fenced and two cross fences. 4 miles of 2 and 3 wire fence.
There are always good crops in this part of the country, and
this is said to be one of the best farms in this locality.
Possession any time after sale to suit purchaser. In case
purchaser does not .want possession until January 1st, Dorris will
furnish twine and put cane in shock for $75. Corn can stand in
field until that time.
interest
There is a Federal loan of $600 on land bearing 5V
that nay. run 36 years or be paid on any interest paying date.
TEEMS $5,000 upon approval of deed and abstract, and
$5,000 to be paid out of crop January 1,1921. Balance may be
paid in three equal annual payments at 8 interest, or 2 discount on all over $10,000 paid by January 1, 1921.
BIG FREE LUNCH AT NOON
$100 up with clerk says land will be sold as stated above.

Baker Bros. Agency, Inc.

lf

V

C. C. DORRIS, Owner
HAMLIN OVERSTREET, Clerk
OTHER SALES SOON
M.
Lance general farm and stock sale on Thursday,
The II.
September 30th, 5 miles north and 10y2 miles west of Clovis, 5
miles north of Havener.

(ul i:i problems which require public
HAS MADE COOD
Judgment."
Governor Cox in his
'Women helped win the war and speech of acceptance of the DemoCox has made good It
they arc entitled to a voicein the re- cratic nomination.
adjustment now at hand. Their inOliio. Fcrty-tw- n
basic reforms were
tuition, their sense of the tujmanj-tarin- n
Girl wanted t) do general house written .into th state constitution
in government, their unquestioned progressive spirit will be holp. keeping. Mrs. C. W. Harrison.
under his leadership.
COX IS FOR WOMEN

Govc-.To-

r

I
t

At News Office
MORTGAGE DEEDS
QUIT CLAIM DEEDS
0

WARRANTY DEEDS
CHATTEL MORTGAGES
SATISFACTION

OF MORTGAGE

OIL LEASE3
ASSIGNMENTS OF OIL LEASE

BILLS OF SALE

J. Catt's Hereford Sale of 250 best grade cattle
6 miles west and 1 north of Melrose, N. M., Monday, Oct. 18th

W.

13.

Also the Downing Hereford sale of 83 head, 17 miles north
and 4 miles west of Melrose on Friday, October 1st.
Also tho Furbce sale at Taiban, N. M., Saturday October 23.
This is one sale that you should remember as there are 25 head of
registered Hereford cattle in this sale.
Writs me for sale bills of any of my sales.

ERLE E FORBES, Auctioneer
CLOVIS, N. M.

CLOVIS NEWS
Clovis, N. M.

,

?i
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IS"
SORE

o)

if.

III THE BOSSES

T. J. WHITE

Gov. Larrnzolo giive out tha following st;:teniei,t this) week to tin
daily pupers of the state:
"I have nothint; to nay except this
that the bouses, Bursum, Fall et al, 4
X
who forced und compelled their dictation on the convention are putting
up their last political fight in this
state and I may say that they are
making what they know to be a hope
"Vc are here to serve you and we are anxious to
less douih struggle to retain their
power on the Republican party.
get acquainted with you.
"Under their leadership the Repub
lican parly, which at the time of our
admission to statehood, was a major
ity party by at least 10,000 majority,
was brought down to a minority
party up lo the last general election.
"Their further continuance in pow
er will, in my opinion,, completely de
stroy the party and make New Mexipermanent Democratic state.
co
Will Not Campaign
"The condition of my health is
such that even if I had received the
nomination for governor I could not
have made much of a campaign. I
shall thorefore, not take any part,
but, aside from attending to official
duties, I will seek rest and recupera
tion preparatory to resuming the
practice of law.
"TUP
X
J..U..U nWf DBTflf
hlAWMAJ
MJ.VU CTYDP
"There's only one thing that I de205 West Grand Avenue
sire to say through the press in connection with the state convention and
it is this:
Thanks Supporter.
"I am proud of the support that I
alty to mo through this trying period REPAIRING ROAD FROM
had as well as by the delegates to
juBt passed together with the assurCLOVIS TO ROSWELI- -.
that convention as by the public at
ance that I shall always remember
large. The spontaneous munifusta-tio- n
them all and will welcome with pleasAdvices from Roswell indicate thiifc
that I received at the convenany opportunity to serve them." the bad stretches of road on the highure
tion convinces me that the people,
way betwen Clovis and Ruswell
forgetting and forgiving the many
Phone 97 for your Job Printing.
repaired, and that the road will!
errors and mistakes that I have unbe in first class condition between?
doubtedly made during my adminisnow and the middle of Decemoer-T- he
tration, still appreciate the good I NEW BAKERY TO OPEN
1
stretch of 30 miles between
SOON
OCTOBER
AFTER
was able to accomplish for the people
Acme and what are known ' as ther
of the Btute and the honest efforts
The new home bakery which will "Baker Sands" 12 miles southeast of
that I honestly made in order to ac
Kenna, have been particularly bud
complish larger and better things for be opened in the building just back
Present plans indicate
that tlio
Mrs.
by
Bank
Farmers
the
State
of
the people.
will pass south of the town of
"That expression of good will and Dalton Reed, will be put in operation road
Elkins, eliminating a part of the.
appreciation I shall ever carry with just as soon as the building is vasands. A federal aid proheaviest
acmachinery
Installed,
and
cated
me as a priceless souvenir to the reject has been secured jn this road-btirement of private life and 1 take cording to announcements this week.
will not be availuble for some
this means and opportunity of con- The machinery has already been untime yet.
veying to the hundreds of loyal sup- loaded in Clovis and the business will
porters I had in the convention, to be started soon after October 1st.
Mrs. Reed plans to introduce home
Stute aid for weak school district
all my friends, and to all the people
of the stato at largo o public expres- cooking methods Into the bakery busi- was made possible in Ohio through
will conduct a the efforts of Governor Cox. He fasion and acknowledgment of my deep ness in Clovis and
vors increasing teacher's salaries.
and undying gratitude for their loy- - home kitchen on a large scale.

t

Ul)

t

I

THE UNIVERSAL CAR

t

deduction In Prices
ord Predicts
The war is over and war prices must go.
Effective at once Ford cars, trucks and
tractors will be sold f. o. b. Detroit at the
following prices.

,

Touring, regular
Touring, with Starter
Runabout, regular
Runabout, with Starter
Chassis
Coupe, with starter and demountable rims
Sedan, with starter and Demountable rims
Truck, with pneumatic tires
Tractor.

$440
510
395
465
360
-

745

-

795

545
790

The Ford Motor Company makes this reduction
in the face of the fact that they have on hand immedithousand sixty-fiv- e
ate orders for one hundred forty-si- x
cars and tractors. The company will suffer a
a temporary loss by using up the material bought at
high prices. They are willing to make this sacrifice
in order to bring business back to a going condition
as quickly as possible and maintain the momentum of
of the buying power of the country.

Our store is the place where you get J
honest values in every purchase.

T.J.WHITE
VU'Ji

J

are-bein-

ut

Y

o'clock a. m. on the farm 5 miles north of Havener, 5 miles
miles west of Clovis, 1 mile south and 4 miles west of
Ranchvale. To be sold without reserve or by bid as I have sold my farm
and I am moving to town.

Starting at
north and

11

10

1- -2

Thursday. September 30th
I
1
1
1

ar

1

2
3
8

11 HEAD OF HORSES

1
1
1

1
1
1

Jo

it

T7

Lmoiiey

AGENTS

Operating Highway Grarage

black mare to foal by
jack.

1

1

FARM MACHINERY

CATTLE

Brindl Jeraey milk cow
thre year old HoUlein and Swim
milk cow.
six year old motley face milk cow.
two year old whit, faca milk cow.
two year old brindla milk cow.
yearling steer.
yearling heifers.
black thilk cows.
tpring calves

1

1

We are at your command with regular Ford efficiency
in service and eagerness to fill your orders.

(P.

o)

19 HEAD OF

."The war is over and it is time war prices were over.
There is no sense or wisdom in trying to maintain an
artificial standard of values, for the best interest of all.
It is time a real practical effort was made to bring the
business of the country and the life of the country
standards."
down to regular pre-w-

t

t

1

HENRY FORD SAYS:

I
t

P. oV O. LUter
Weed
Milton
Cutter
1,
1 John Deere
cultivator.
1
sulkey plow
1
harrow
1
buggy and harnets
1 34 Fort Worth Wagon
1 tet double leather harneet.
1
tet double chain harneas.
Several extra collar.
1

six-ho-

h

1

brown mare, in fola by
jack, mule colt by side.
brown mare
black mar
bay mare.
bay hone.
1 year-old
black hort mule.
1 year-old
black mar mule.
1 year-old
blu mar mule.
tpring mar mule.

one-ro-

Poland China brood tow
to farrow in October.

300-poun- d

6 dot. pur
1

bred White Leghorn

dozen hem.

pul-le-

t.

(

itock tank.

1

May tell good aa now Sharpie cream
eparator.
Many other things not mentioned.

FREE LUNCH
TERMS

Six months time on sums over $10

at 10 percent interest, or a

5

percent discount for cash.

H. M. LANCE, Owner
A. W. SKARDA, Clerk

ERLE E. FORBES, Auctioneer
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50 UILUOII FOR

We Believe

GOTHAM DOCKS

In Clovis

Plans Gigantic
provement on the Hudson
River Water Front

New

believe in the future of Clovis and Curry
County. That's why we arc spending thousands of
dollars enlarging our plant and installing new and
machinery.
We intend to stay in Clovis, and each day wc
arc making new friends who will stay with us as
long as we are hero. They are pleased with the
prompt and satisfactory service and the courteous
treatment they have learned to expect from us.
Let us add you to our long list of satisfied customers.
Call us today.
"Wc

up-to-da-

York

TAKE

TEN

YEARS

TO

Paint Your Roof

Im-

This Fall
You will never find a better time. .The roof of your house
Last week we unloaded a carload of CASK PLOWS AND
is the first part that goes to the bad. Paint will preserve it.

BUILD

te

New System

Is to Consist of Wlds
Piers, Slips and Marginal Streets,
With Warehouses and Tracks
Where Available In Rear.

ssss";

New
York. The greatest
water
frunt Improvement iieru In DO years,
Involving the removal nf 02 nnlliiialeil
piers h Idiijr lln Hudson river mid the
erection In their mead of 18 now and
vastly larger ilers of latest design
lias been planned hy Murray llulhcrt,
commissioner of (lurks, mid approved
liy Die sinking fund commission.
The Improvement will eost
and will require ten years to complete. Work Is expected to foe started

TlielGlovis Steam Laundry

$.'jO,ono,-(XK-

PITONE 48

next xprihir.
Tlilx, with tlie proposed vehicular
4 tunnel to New Jersey, Is expected to
solve New Toi-k- '
West side dock problem. Tlie new water front system Is
TEACHER'S EXAMINATION
teacher throughout the Mate now, to consist of wide piers, slips snd
Mceorrlinir tn Mr Riclrlnu
onrl f Via marginal streets, with warehouses nod
State touchers' examinations will most of the examinations will be held tracks where available In the rear.
Will Pay Out In Four Year.
be held in Clovis at the Court Hause for the first nnd second (trade c?rti-o- n
"The cost of construction Is expectOctober loth and 16th, according ficates.
ed to pay for Itself within four years'
to County Superintendent James M.
time." said Deputy Dock Commission
Bickley. There is a big demand for
Phone 97 for your Job Printing.
er Michael Cosgrove.
"A permanent
sea wnll has been hullt Along the entire stretch, no rock will be encountered to a depth of in feet, and
most nf the
estate Is owned by
the city.
"Thee new piers will Increase the
e
area 50 per cent If they
are made only one story," continued
Mr. Cosgrove.
"But because of the
high valun nf this water front It will
he uneconomical to stop even at two
stories. They will have the most modern appliances for rapid handling pf

mm

Bilk mwmnm

freight, Including electric cranes,
helpers nnd hoists of all kinds.
"The present lower North river water front is Just what It was In 1S71.
Its slips are so narrow there Is not
room In them at mice for two big
steamships. To afford relief the war
department bus three times permitted
the pier headlines to extend further
outshnre. The more these narrow
piers were brought out, the worse the
slips became, bemuse limits have been
continually growing bigger."
La Guardia Lauds Project.
"The new plan," said president F.
,
H. La Ouardlu (if the board of
"means that New Tork Is going
to have 18 piers from ItoO to 1.02."i feet
In length, In place of the .'15 dilapidated structures which urn a disgrace
to the city, Hetween each pier thoft
w."l be a maximum dockage space of
800 foot anil a minimum of 2". feet.
Two of the new piers will be 100 feet
wide, seven 100 feet nnd nine 125
feet."
Along New Tnrk's water front the
dock commission already hns under
way other projects under contract
amounting to $J0,0i0,OO0.

'

The man who waits for building material demand to slacken, for prices to recede, will lose much
in profits and possibly pay even more in the end.
There is profit in building. Otherwise
people
would not build. With all prices
,
high the profit remains. Why wait?
is our earnest advise that you build now
that you come to us for your estimates.

LONE STAR LUMBER CO.
Clovis, New Mexico

THE CLOVIS NATIONAL BANK

t

Capital $50,000

?

Surplus $27,500

"The Bank That Accomodates"

'V

Li

.a'?V

.JV

COOK'S SHINGLE STAINS

lhaiquarttn far fo4 paintt

WHAT WE SAY ABOUT
KELLYS IS NOT SO IMPOR.
TANT AS WHAT KELLY
USERS SAY.
A MILLION
DOLLARS A
YEAR SPENT IN ADVERTISING WOULD NOT BRING US
HALF THE COOD WILL
THAT THE PERFORMANCE
OF
THE
TIRES THEMSELVES DOES.

DIG

UP RUM 100 YEARS OLD

Workmen Demollthlng Gravel In New
York Make Very Interesting Find.

Rochester, N. V. Interest amonir
the workmen engitRod In removing
bodies from the ancient Pultney street
cemetery, In Geneva, was greatly enhanced when a grove was encountered that apparently resisted penetration.
After much hard work the men disclosed what proved to be a large stone
Jug of peculiar shape. It was securely sealed, but after It had been carefully cleaned nf the accumulation rjf
more than 100 years the following
words were reveal ? on Its side: "New
Bedford Hum, 1700." The wording
had been blown Into the stone by the
potter.
About two gallons of fluid went
found In the Jug, which may have
originally held ten gallons.
8wallowed Glass to End Life.
Steubenvllle, 0. Preferring death
to confinement In Jail or an asylum,
and having failed In two attempts to
end his life by hanging, Luther
years old, a negro,
Payne, thirty-twswallowed ground glass In the Steubenvllle Jn II, nnd may not recover. lie
consumed one glass tumbler nnd two
quart milk bottles, riu had started to
eat some ground electric light bulbi
when he wna discovered.

NEW STATE AUTO CO.
Real Auto Service
North Main St.
IHII...II-

-I

Call tn si fur

dor tarii.

j

ONG-REL-

LUMBER CO.

L

'

x

"It Costs No More To

Built It Right."

Telephone No. 15

J

W. B. CRAMER, Mgr.

?

M"M
AMERICAN LEGION HAS
.the Legion contemplates orfranizinir
A LOWER PRICE PLAN retailers into an association to (rive
(,iSC0Unt from curr''nt "'"'niT price.
'ew York-- Thn
Amerie.n I.nrin
announces nlana to mahilizn its foreea.' commodities to the 2,000,000
throughout the country for a war. members of the Legion and their
against the high cost of living. In families. Details of the rrrogram, if
every comunity where there is a post sanctioned by the National execu- j

r
j

IH

Wl

j

tive Committee, will bwsubmitted to
the second national convention of the
former service men'a organization In
Cleveland this month.
Girl

vt

keeping.

anted t) do general house
Mrs. C. W. Harrison.

W. I. Luikart & Co.
CLOVIS

A. Kirschbaum "Hit"
THE PEMBERTON

AN ULSTERETTE

350,
$55, $60

and upward

o

bcMldcM tuning plnnos and
forming other Jilhs,

1WmWIIH!.!JLUl,l

t4 carniihit.

THE

Look over the lines

Nam

spirited, thoroughly prac-

tical.

For wear about

town, for use in your motor
car, for
service in
any kind of winter weather
cool, snowy or zero
cold The Pemberton!
all-rou-

per-

Mayor Breaks Out ef Jail.
Madison, Ky. Mayor D. W. Gntlln
will not be" surprised when prisoners
escape from the city Jail, ulthoiigh It
has been fcome time wince there was
a prisoner In It. A friend locked the
mayor In for a Joke while he was making an Inspection. With the aid of
jKrewdlrar b jot ott In two bowy

of this

clean cut,

overcoat

Dog Guides Blind Man.
P.altlmore, Md. Raymond Rnndnlph
lout his eyesight at the Buttle of Sail-tlngand his Spanish fox terrier,
Lucy, acts as his eyes.
After having
traveled for yearn In all parts of the
country, led nil the time by only the
faithful and careful dog, Randolph, a
Ilallitiiorenn, In now living In the city
again at 125 North Greene street. He
ex.-n- s
a livelihood by aelling

T. L. HELM, Mgr.

There i, i COOK PRODUCT .pec-l;il- ly
made for every paint or varnish
problem, Quality itandt first and foremost and every product under the
COOK label ii guaranteed to giire
tatUfactnry lervice.

are

warm rich colon refined timet of
grrrn sad brown, enabling you to decorate your buildings snd keep them in
harmony with, nature. Twelve ludc
(or your selection.

older-men-

It

Telephone 23

You seldom see your roofs yet, day and night, winter
and summer, they are exposed to every destructive force of tha
elements heat and cold, rain and snow constantly fiffhtinar.
for life against decay, constantly fighting for your protection.
Treat your roofs as friends Give them a square dual. Keep
them coated with good, Drotective, preservative paint
COOK'S SHINGLE STAIN is "bost for wear or weather'"
and it will repay you many fold for your money and attention.

nd

Tailored in the Kirschbaum
in fleecy
fabrics, 100 percent

quality way

all-woo-

l,

royrffflit.

1920,

KIRSCHBAUM

CLOTHES
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TIPS FROM TEXAS

AT f'IRST SIGHT

There is one good thing about the
If the price of newsprint continues:
to advance we may be soon printing, participation of women in politic,
The seven ages of man have re this paper on twenty-dollu- r
bills or They wont be pM-moff crooke(
cently been tabulated on an acquisi- twelve Incn boards, ll s a mei ry me. , ,
th,. Pnniin't keeD the
tive basis, as follows:
News Clarified ads get results.
First Age Sees the earth.
Second Age Wants it.
Third Age Starts to get it.
Fourth Age Decides to be satis
fied with half of it
fifth Age Becomes still more
moderate.
Sixth Age Now content to pos
sess a six by two foot strip of it.
Seventh Age Gets the strip.
SEVEN ACES OF MAN

NOTICE OF APPOINTMENT
AND NOTICE TO CREDITORS

HARDLY KNEW HER

In the Probate Court of Curry
County, State of New Mexico.
In the matter of the estate of Eliz
abeth P. Palmer, deceased. No. 315.
Notice is hereby given that letters
of administration on tho estate of
Elizubeth P. Palmer, deceased, were
granted to the undersigned by the
Probate Court of Curry county, State
of New Mexico, on the 20th day of
September, A. D. 1920.
All persons having claims against
siiid estate are required to exhibit
the same to the undersigned at the
office of R. E. Rowells, In Clovis,
New Mexico, for allowance, within
twelve (12) months after the date of
this notice with necessary vouchers,
or they will be forever precluded
from any benefit of said estate; or
said claims may be filed with the
Clerk of said Court.
Dated this 20th day of September,
A. D. 1920.
JESS P. PALMER,
Administrator,

!,...,

MRS. WHITE'S NEIGHBORS ARE
(Dallas News)
ALL TALKING ABOUT HER
Our observation iH thut being rich
WONDERFUL RECOVERY.
is no credit to a bachebr and no help
to a married man.
"When my wife began tnkinif Tan-la- c
she weighed Duly
Another kind of hard luck is when
pound; now sho weighs one hundred a hospitable mun has so many visind her wonderful tors they drink him out of house and
und forty-threrecovery is the talk of our neighbor homebrew.
hood," wiid Ben White, of 111 Cres
cent Ave., Peoria, 111.
It has jut about gotten so in this
Phone 97 for job work of nil kinds.
"Mrs. White has been suffering country that a ruffian can secure an
from stomach trouble and nervous acquittal by pleading thut he's a
ness for eighteen years," he continued, "arid for a long time hail been un
able to leave the place. We spent
The main reason why we hate to
nil the money I could get for treat dine in a fashionable restaurant is
ments and medicines but she never because there is so much talcum
got any better. She was a complete powder in thi air we are afraid of
After you eat always take
nervous and physical wreck and I sneexing with our mouth full of con
have seen her nearly die with cramps somme.
in her stomach and after eating she
could hardly breathe for the gas.
llO TOOK
As a general thing, when a woman
Headaches drove her nearly distract- is raising seven children, the only
Instantly relieves Havrtburn, Bloat
dGasiyFMlbig. Stops food souring,
ed and I have stayed at home with her time she has to think of her own hair
The man who invented the lever repeating, and all stomach miseries.
weeks at a time, fearing she would is when she is jerking it out.
etomacb.
AUU
mi appatit. (MP end
Pep.
and the screw declared that he could twMlind troni.
Incraawt Vlulitr
never pull through, for she was get- T. ATONIC la the belt rndjr. Trae of tboo..
the
horse
if
on
a
hair
whale
land
a
ting worse all the time.
Mrs. Peevish says thut if she were
Mnd wonderfully benefited. OnlycoeUapwt,
or two Uy to ie It. Fneitleely (uarnotee.
"After hearing so much talk about n entrust little Panzy's education hair was long enough.
topkaxur wwill refund mow. CtM
Tanlac I bought ame for my wifcjwh3Iy to Ir. reov'iHh, he would raise
box today. You will sea,
point
turning
the
A
man
reaches
could
cat
days
a
she
few
and in Just
aycr but a
ht.r to bu not a piano
SOUTHWESTERN DRUG CO.,
when a well built girl in a
and sleep better, bhe has no wtaken
Clovis, N. M.
him.
passes
thing
waist
very
.5.
is
the
and
twelve
bottles
about
picture of health. Why, some of her
One Texas candidate is demanding
friends hardly know her at first sight that wine and beer be brought back
now. She is as well and happy as a and the national debt be paid off
person can be."
with the taxes collected from these
Tanlac is sold in Clovis by City liquors.
In other,' words he wants
Drug Co., in Texico by Red Crss the amount of thfc national debt to be
Pharmacy, and in Melrose by Irwin taken out of the bread and butter and
(Advertisement) shoes and stockings of the women
A Fool.
and children. It takes some men a
long time to learn that they are a
The sudden closing of many
mills in the United Stud's has put hundred years behind in their think
ncr.rly G00.000 textile workers out of ing.
AND
FOR
a job or on part time. The DepartGrippe
Coughs
Colds,
woman
ycurs
fighting
for
for
After
ment of I.abor has been asked to
make an investigation of the shut nuffrnge, Miss Alice Paul, prominent
Neglected Ccids ero Denerous
leader of the suffragists, finds herdown.
Take no rtiani'm. Keep tills candor! ranudy !:iuy for t'ii i'rti
in
the
spite
of
vote
a
self without
I ".: Mi v.
Breaks ep n c-- ' H TA hot- imssage of he Nineteenth Amend- MANY LIKE THIS IN CLOVIS
Glippu in 3 ilaj".; Excellent I ;r
menta. Mws Paul is a citizen of the
Quinine In tills frm Joes not effect t!.o lxJ C:.vcaro j Iwl Tunic
Simitar Cam Boini Published In District of Columbia, anil neither
Laxativa No Opiuts in Hill'i).
men nor women have the ftiffrage
Each !
The following ense is but one of right there
many occurring daily in t'luvia. It
After a man has worn a hat for
You
In an easy matter to verify it.
six monibs he gets attached to it and
cannot ask for better proof.
to get a new one. But it
R. D. Barton, machinist, 218 S. hate
with his wife.
Merriweather Street, Clovis, says: different
good.
sure
are
I'ills
Kidney
"Dunn's
I'honc 9? !jT job work of all kinds.
Sonne six years ago my back was
causing me a lot of annoyance. Every time I tried to bend over, sharp
st
pains would catch mo in my baek.
I always felt tired out und had no
ambition as my sleep didn't seem to
refresh me much. My kidneys, too,
were out of shape. Doan's Kidney
I'ills were recommended to me so I
began their use and they soon helped
lite and a continual use of Dunn's
cured me of the trouble.' Doan's
Kidney Pills are a good reliable
remedy."
e

ATONIC

Pufina

Calf

....

Is
Yes,

Kill That Cold With
GASCARA

fej QUININE
-

I

yJlIj

bid-ne-

l Builders

n

It'(

2nd.

Every ingredient is a pure feed of recognized value, no
"phony" products of unknown worth. It does not contain anise, or any appetizer. Calves eat it as greedily as
they do whole milk.

3rd,

It does not scour; blood flour is one of the important
ingredients, which insures freedom from scours.

4th.

Kasy to feed, no boiling, just mix with warm water.

Notice! J

The feature of prime Importance
in the purchase of a MONUMENT is
the quality of marble or granite
this should be of the highest grade if
the memorial is to be lasting.

e

i
J
t

J

1

P.F.White

X

Reidorlc Hotel.

n
B
n

Clovis, N. M.

a neaaauu;

a

to our family,
"For years we have used
and I have never found any medicine that could take its
place," writes Mr. H. A. Stacy, of Bradyville.Tenn. Mr. Staht
x
cy, who is a Rutherford County farmer, recommends
as a medicine that should be kept 1n every household for use in the prompt treatment of many little ills to prevent them from developing into serious troubles.
Black-Draug-

a

ht

Black-Draug-

n

a
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a
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a
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It is balanced just like whole milk. Calves thrive from
the first on Purina Calf Chow and it
keeps them making gains without sickly
periods. It is used by many of the best
dairy farms in the country to raise the
finest calves.
6th. Rut it is cheap enough to use on any
calf, costs less than half as much as milk
feeding. So easy to feed that boys or
girls are assured of success.

Sth.

CALF

Stop in and talk

it

over.

Leach & Coalter Wliolosalo
Grocery Company
CLOVIS, NEW MEXICO

There is no economy in buying
bargains in tires offered at
sensationally cheap prices when a
tire delivers mileage at a
considerably lower rate of cost.
Add the time and trouble occasioned
by frequent replacements and it is
fully apparent why tire users, seeking
real mileage economy, are not attracted
to very cheaply priced tires.
The popularity of Goodyear Tires, of
sizes,
the 30x3-- , 30x3V2- - and 31x4-incis based on the fact that they are built
to deliver exceptional mileage at low
cost and consistently do so.
If you own a Ford, Chevrolet, Maxwell,
Dort or other car taking these sizes,
go to your nearest Service Station tor
Go odvear Tires for true Goodyear
so-call- ed

h

Rapp Monument Co.
210 W. Grand

toius

different because it's better.

well-mad-

1

- i
vvtmti ""iwii
we
The quality of monument
foreman will accept work any
make, in this respect, will stand every
where in this wrstern. country
teat known it ia as high and at exlave twenty yecri experience.
cellent as we can posibly obtain.
Wcs icreman aeven years on U.
Quail- - X
S. Government work.
This feature plus designng, perfect
fled to handle anything In Con- - $ letterng and moderate prices should
struction line.
cause you to place the order with us.
Furnish bc.it of references.
A card will bri.ig full information.

13

it's unlike any calf meal on the market.

Mileage in Goodyear
Tires for Small Cars

Low-Co-

Foster-Milbur-

Different

:

ALL DRUGGISTS SELL IT

60c. at all dealers.'
Cd., Mfgra., Buffalo, N. Y.

Chow

1st.
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mileage, value, economy.
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BLACK-DRAUGH- T

"It touches the liver and docs the work," Mr. Stacy K!
declared. "It is one of the best medicines I ever saw for a
cold and headache. I don't know what we would do in our
It has saved us many
family if it wasn't for
13
family
any
cart hardly go Withhow
see
I
don't
dollars . . .
keep
to
medicine
splendid
and
reliable
out It I know it is a
highly and am
ht
in the house. 1 recommend
never without It
At all druggists.
D

a

Black-Draug-

ht.

n
a
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Black-Draug-

.
.
Jl.l!
Accept no Tlmuauuns
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30 s 3V4 Goodyear DouMe-CurFabric, All Weather Tread
30 3'A Ooodvear Single. Cure
Tread
Fabric,
e

Anti-Ski-

d

"1 50

J

50
t'JI
ti 1

Goodyear Heavy Tourist Tubes cost no more than the price
you are asked to pay for tubes of leas merit why rik costly
casings when such sure protection is available I $150
30 x 3' siie In watnprttfhat
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The community fair at Grady was
The competition in decorating the school rooms
aised such interest that each room
was an autumn faiiy land. The decorations were beautiful and the
judges really found it quite difficult
to place the winners. Prof. Fanning
and his pupils took first prize; Miss
Thomas and the primary room, second; and Miss Carmen, her pupils
and their melon boy, third.
After a sumptuous dinner the fol
lowing program was given:
Song "Keep the club work grow
ing."
Address Mr. Alex Shipley.
Demonstration Team Cooking,
of Prizes Mr. E.
Presentation
Peterson.
Demonstration Teams Dish Wash
ing, Sewing and Table Setting.
Short Address Rev. Elliott.
Talk "My Hobby," Miss Lclia
,
Kendall.
Club Song
Health Talk Dr. McClellan.
Song "America."
Benediction Rev. Crawford.
The day was one that showed to
every advantage the enthusiasm and
energy of the Grady school faculty
and pupils and the dinner was just
such as one has been taught to expect
when Grady citizens and housewives;
welcome you.
The club work has gotten along
splendidly at Grady under the efficient, leadership of Rev.
and Mrs.
Crawford and Misses Anna Gamble
and Olga Carter as aides. The club
exhibit was exceptionally good and
the women's work display was worthy
a place in any county fair. Mrs. Fanning had a splendid display of embroidery, Mrs. Hogg of quilts, and
many other of the ladies sent in
pieces of crochet and linens that were
beautiful.
a very decided success.

DON'T OVERLOOK

HARVESTER

YOUR

BREAKS
We are daily Welding small breaks on large castings
Suppose your
A at a saving of money to the Farmer.
fl
i
rr .sii yuu
a
i
ii
j
a
neau
geis smaii piece uiu&cii uii win
oinuer
buy a new head or have us weld it back at a small
cost?
We Weld any Metal and Guarantee It.

Admiral Welding Shop
Rear Farmers State Bank
Residence Phone 429

Shop Phone 436

Clovis, N. M.

ORGANIZED FOR WORK

EASY FOR JACK
Leavenworth,

Kan., Sept. 21.
former heavyweight

The Democratic headquarters staff
to conduct the state campaign has
champion, brought here yesterday to been completed with the following
srrve a sentence of a year and a day officers:
for violation of the Mann act, has Finance 0. N. Jlaron,
been made orderly of the prison base
hall park. His duties are to keep the
Organization
Elmer E. Veeder,
athletic grounds in good condition, Las Vegas.
titer on, according to the warden, Speakers John B. McManus, Al
"
ve will be made director of athletics. bupuerque.
Legislative John Morrow, Raton.
Former President Taft is consM-nn- g
Women's Mrs. John Becker, Jr.,
taking the stump in an effort Belcn.
Legal Milton J. Helmick, Albu
?d prove that Senator Harding will
querque.
f.ivor ratification of the treaty of
Publicity Marion L. Fox, Albu
Versailles if 'he is elected president. qurque.
Senator Hiram Johnson is trying to
prove that Harding will entirely reThe Kentucky Iron Works,
ject the treaty if Harding is elected.
and general tepair work.
Harding himself, has snid he will do Wo make a specialty of
aud lathe ork.
i.nh. Daily Okluhoman.

Jack Johnson,

Our new home on West Grand Avenue
is nearly completed and we expect to move
in about October first. There we will give
our friends the same values and courteous
treatment that have made friends for us
ever since we have been in Clovis.

WATCH THIS SPACE NEXT WEEK
FOR OUR ANNOUNCEMENT.

HE CAN PICK MEN

A. B. Austin & Co. Inc

Under the unprecedented conditions of America's participation in
the World War, Governor Cox demonstrated his ability to pick men who
could handle the tasks assigned them
and work together to the common
end.
N'ewb

Clarified ads

trot

"The Price Is The Thing'1

remits.
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OUR PLACE OF BUSINESS WILL BE CLOSED ALL DAY

11

0

1
S

ON SUNDAY.

WE THEREFORE REQUEST ALL OUR CUSTOMERS
AND OUR FRIENDS IN GENERAL TO GET THEIR GASOLINE AND OILS ON SATURDAY. WE WILL BE OPEN

UNTIL AROUND 11.00 O'CLOCK SATURDAY EVENING
FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE.
We carry a full line of tiros, tubes and accessories. Anything your car needs from a 30x3 to a 40x8 casing. Don't throw
away that old tire because it wears out Bring it to us and we will
make it new. We fix them from 30x3 to 40x8.
Our mechanic has just returned from Akron, Ohio, where he
took a special course in truck vulcanizing, and he knows how t)
do ?t.

Don't forget we cirry truck tires in stock.
When you have tire trouble, call our FREE SERVICE CAR.
REMEMBER THE

PLACE-REMEM-

BER

THE MOTTO

MOTTO

"SERVICE AND SATISFACTION"
PLACE

-

i

In the District !ourt of Curry
County, State of New .Mexico.
Theodocia E. Morris. Plaintiff, vs.
Harry P.Morris, Defendant. No. 1655
The State of New Mexico, Greeting:
To Harry P. Morris, the above.
named defendant:
xou arc nereny noiified timt a suit
......
a
u...
una iurrn vuiiiim-Mi:i'uK'tiiim yuu iu
the District Court of the Fifth Judicial District of the State of
New Mexico, and the County of Curry, in which Theodocia E. Morris is
plaintiff and you, the said Harry P.
Morris, are the defendant, thut said
cause is numbered 1055 on the civil
docket of said court.
That the general objects of said
suit are to obtain an absolute and
complete decree of divorce, between
you and the Raid plaintiff, by reason
of your complete desertion and aban
donment of said plaintiff; to have
the complete care, charge and cus
tody of the minor children, to do re
stored to her maiden name Theodocia E. Jones, that she bo declared
and decreed the absolute owner of
the title in foe simple in and to fill
of section two, township four north
east, N. M. P. M.
of rango thirty-fivas her sole and separate estate ar.d
that you be barred of claiming or ao- serting any right, title or interest in
and to tho same by reason of your
relation to said plaintiff by marriage.
That she be given ccmplcto ownership
of all personal propeKy for the care
of said minors. And for all othor
and propor relief which tho court
may deem fit and proper.
You are further notified that if
you fail or rcfuso to answer or plead
in this cause or make appearance on
or before the 10th day of Nov., 1920,
judgment by default will be takon
against you in this suit, and the alio.
gations of said plaintiff's complaint
taken as true and confessed.
Fred E. Dennis is tho attorney for
the plaintiff and his business and
post office address is Clovis, N. M
Witness my hand and the seal of
said court, this 21st day of September, 1920.
W. C. ZERWER,
(SEAL)
County Clerk
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Army

Shoes

N ew

Tarpaulins. Auto and
Wagon Covers, Blankets
Long Pants and Tents

New

9

m

At Sweeping Price Reductions
BRAND NEW CHOCOLATE COLOR ARMY SHOES. These are high
shoes made of all leather. We have all sizes and widths. These shoes worn
manufactured by standard makers in accordance
with specification written by shoe experts. Send us
your size and width, and wo can fit you. Every
w
'Cv
M
M
Durable and
imir is made of the best material.
splendid shoes. Postpaid to your town....
NEW TARPAULINS AND WACON COVERS. We absalutely guarantee
every cover to be brand new. These wagon, truck and auto covers and Ur--'
pauiins are made of heavy
double weave and double fill Khaki
I.'tick and are 14 feet 8 inches long, 1 1 feet 6 inches wide. Their Olive I) nib
color will protect them against mildew. Can be used for covering anything;
that needs protection from rain and moisture.
7C
Postpaid to your town
.
.

n

py Pf

UfJ

tyilalU

LONG PANTS. Wade for tho government for a certain
branch of the Service. All Wool, Olive Drab and absolutely Brand New,
These pants are tailored along regular lines, with regular width bottoms,
Worsted, strictly all wool d
juat like civilians wear. Made of
.
Prepaid to your tawn
U4D
U. S. ARMY

Jr

20-o-

NEW OLIVE DRAB ALL WOOL BLANKETS. Brand New
weight4 pounds. Postpaid to your town
BLUE-GRA-

ALL WOOL BLANKETS.
Postpaid to your town

ijr
4f
P''v

nr

Brand New

double
TENTS. 10x16 feet square, 11 feet hiKh, made of hertvy 12',4-o- s
fill duek. Slightly used but guaranteed to bo in first class
(A
.Oil
condition. F. O. B. Los Angeles, California
All goads guaranteed as represented and money will bo refunded if
Girl wanted to do genernl house
Send checks with orders. Or, if desired, shipment will bo
not satisfactory.
keeping. Mrs. C. W. Harrison.
made C. O. D. Inspection allowed before" you pay for the goods.
RUB-NO-M-

North Main Street

W.

She sat in the quiet shadows where
many had (rone before her. Not a
t,,,ur "taini'd her pale cheek not a
sigh came from within.
Suddenly she arose.
A piercing
scream rent the air. Then another.
Then a low irutteia moan, ns she
walked away.
But biddy will come again tomor
row and lay another egg.

e

Clovis Filling Stati 01
Phone 373

Catarrhal Deafness Cannot Be Cured

A DRAMATIC MOMENT

DER cuts groat
'

AE WASHING POW

iiuUntly and makn

the dUHt bright and eUa.

t97
yJl

Depositoryi

Citiiam' National

Bank, Los Angola.

,

United States Sales Co.
120 WEST FIRST

STREET,' LOS ANGELES,

CALIFORNIA

j

THE CLOVIS NEWS
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Bob Jones was here from Melrose
Wednesday.

.

LOCAL MENTION
.

Mrs. Wilma Sage left Friday for
a visit with her mother in Chicago.

, Mrs. Hanna Roach and son, Charlie Roach, have returned to Clovis
after an extended stay in California.

H. E. Guy, president of the Farmers State Bank of Texico, was a
J. H. Barry of Lo8 Angeles, Clovis
visitor Wednesday.
ia visiting hig son, Jahn Barry, of the
Barry Hdw. Co.
Miss Anna Curren is in Farwell
this week assisting the Farwell
J. C. Andrlx, post office inspector.
is in Clovis this week on official business,
D. F. Shinn made a trip througn
the northwest part of the county
Howie Hall, son of B. F. Hall of
this place, was seriously injured
John F. Smithson. nresident of the
about two weeks ago fcy being thrown
from a horse near Trinidad, Colo. First National Bank, of Grady, was
He was brought here to the home of a business visitor in Clovis Thursday.
h'l father the first of the week and A
baby girl was born last week to
is in a very critical condition.
Mr. and Mrs. B. G. Parker who live
on North Prince Street.
Dr. and Mrs. L. C. Cox and childMr.

ren, and Mrs. Cox'a mother, Mrs.
Musin Croft is in Lubbock. Texas.
Hackler, returned this week from a this
week playing in an orchestra
motor trip to Missouri. Dr. Cox furnishing
music at the fair there.
visited his old home in North Caro- He will
return to Clovis Sunday.
lina while he was away.
Eileen, the little daughter of Mr.
The Kensington Club met Thurs- and Mrs. C. E. Smycr. who recently
day afternoon at the home of Mrs. underwent an operation at Iowa City,
Jahn Howard.
The afternoon was Iowa, is reported
as convalescing
spent in doing needle work Delici- nicely.
ous refreshments were served to Mr.
F. J. Evans, of St. Louis mid the folA. G. Lewis of Topeka, Kansas, is
lowing club members:
Mcliir.ics hery this week looking after his large
CaKsel,
Denhof, Luikart,
Collirtt, farming interests northwest of town.
Wright, Story, Reagan, Hightower. He has been in California for the pust
several Weeks.
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Brown and
son, Edell, of Electra, Texas, arrived
B. F. Fears was here from
l'
in Clovis Tusday evening for a visit
Mr. Fears has sold
Tuesday.
to Mr. Brown's sister, Mrs. C. W. the Farwell Tribune and says he will
Freasier, (also his parent, Mr. and devote all his time to his farm near
Mrs. J. B. Brown, who
live near Farwell.
Grady.
Mr. and Mrs. A. S. Miksch of WelSpeed test tires. For a good many lington, Kansas, are here for a visit
years manufacturers have been urg- at the homo of their son, ('has.
ing you to accept the verdict of the Miksch and daughter, Mrs. J. W.
speedway In selecting your tires. To. Hotle.
day that verdict can lead you only to
Oldfields, the only tire that ever won
Harry I.. Putton is spending his
e
tho
sweep time now in an active campaign in
international
stakes without a change. We huvc the interest of his cundidacy for
Oldfields, plenty of them in stock. Judge of the Supreme Court. EnJno. F. Taylor Tire end Battery Com- couraging reports for the Democratic
pany.
ticket come from ull quarters.

A. B. .Horn of Texico was a
visitor in Clovis Wednesday.
R. M. Bishop is in Kansas City
this week buying new stock for his
furniture store.
"Mrs. Fannie Jennings, who wns

Motorcycle

to

from Belcn to Roswcll, visited
Sunday at the heme of her
Mrs. W. J. Smith on North Connelly Street.
sistor-in-Ia-

Bargains

Tulmndgc Thomas and mother,
Mrs. H. R. Thomas, and sister, Miss
Nora Thomns, will leave the firat of
next, .week to . make their hr.me
In
Tehachopsi, California.

WE HAVE SOME SPECIAL PROPOSITIONS ON
NEW HARLEY-DAVID-SO-

INDIAN AND

SEE Mrs. Roy Suman, 320 North
Connelly, for covered buttons, 25c
per dozen. Special attntion to mall
orders.

TMKie rule
OP HtALTH
Follow my

tMRcise
AND ThC

ass
cm
'Hfc

ai

yj

You Are Getting
a IfReady
For a Sprint

h

tr

!

nr-ts- n

.i
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CLEVELAND MOTORCYCLES. IF YOU EVER EXPECT TO OWN A MOTORCYCLE IT WILL PAY
YOU TO INVESTIGATE
THESE, AT ONCE.

&

rter'

Msua

Far-wel-

600-mil-
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Success,

Toward

glwL is)

I

Take Care of Your

reel.
Buy your shoos where you
can be properly fitted.
And too, The Phoenix
Hose for Men, Women
and children.

AT THE

Cash Shoe Store
North Main Street

112

THE ROBINSON ART SHOP
"IVie

SPECIAL FRIDGES

119

Photoirnpln'r in Your

Town,1

Phone 145

East Monroe Avenue

AT

SUNDAY SCHOOL
their friends and every member of
RALLY DAY our school to be on hand next Sunday. If you are unable to walk call
Next Sunday is Baptist Sunday us aver the phone and we will come in
Schoal Rally Day all over the South a car after you. The, Home Departand there is a contest between the ment, the Cradle Roll Department,
Baptist Sunday Schools of this state and every person on our rolls is urged
for the best attendance and the to come and show true loyalty to our
Let's set our aim for 600
standing of each school will be pub- school.
lished in our state paper.
and lead every school in our state.
1 am calling on every Baptist and
A. W. Hockenhull, Supt.

STALL! NGS GROCERY
GOOD 'TILL OCTOBER 1st
Spuds, 18 pounds for
- $1.00
$150
Spuds, by the sack
$3.75
Red Star Flour, 481b sack
$3.75
Juanita Flour, 481b sack
$1.90
Juanita Flour, 241b sack
Gold Crown Flour, every sack guaranteed, 481b, $3.50

Best MeaL

for

251b

Gallon Apricots .
Gallon Peaches
Gallon Blackberries
Gallon Luxury Catsup
Gallon Honey
y2 Gallon Honey
815 Compound, White Ribbon
41b Compound, White Ribbon ..
81b Cottolene
41b Cottolene
-

Clb Crisco
31b Crisco
81b Jewell
41b Jewell

-

$1.00
$2.00
$1.10
$1.90
$1.00
$1.85
$1.00
$2.00
$2.25
$2.50
$1.80
$2.10
$5.75

'-

-

n

-

.06

FIRST CLAS3 MARKET IN CONNECTION
Phone 22

(e&

s

7
We are now in po&mon to make better terms on the
engines and plow outfits, and our present stock is not affected
by the increased freight rates and the increase in price Come
m and see us today.
Fall threshing is almost here, and now is a good time to
figure on your threshing outfits in order to get them here on time.
The old reliable Case will help you put in that big wheat
acreage this fall. Time means much when conditions are like
they are at present. Do not overlook th eopportuuity' to let the
Case help you. Wc are always glad to point out the benefits to be
derived from a Case Tractor

$5.75
.06
$5.00
.05
$1.80
- .15
- .80
.07

STALLINGS GROCERY COMPANY, Inc.
First Door South of Postoffice

Aggrcssin (KanBlackleg Vaccine.)
See Dr. Biggs, Phone

Black-le- g

N

.03

-

ase-now-

:

Purity

sas Germ-fre- e
20c a dose.

15-2-

$5.75

-

fill

A baby boy was born last Friday
to Mr. and Mrs. O. E. Pattison of
Claud. Mrs. Puttison is in Clovis
at the homo of Mr. and Mrs. Will H.
Pattison.

aed Tractor

ji.$1.85

J

Compound
:
Compound
No. 2 Standard Corn, per dozen
No. 2 Extra Corn, per dozen
No. 2 Fancy Corn, A l, per dozen
No. 2 Standard Tomatoes, per dozen
No. 3 Standard Tomatoes, per dozen
Bob White Soap, by case
Bob White Soap, bar
Clean Easy Soap, case
Clean Easy Soap, bar
Joy Soap, case
Joy Soap, bar
White Eagle Soap, case
White Eagle Soap, bar
Tall Milk, per dozen
Tall Milk, per can
Baby Milk, per dozen
Baby Milk, per can

c

$1.45
.90
$1.00
$1.25
.90
$2.80
$1.45

:

STORK SPECIAL

BAPTIST

.

O. F. SHINN
Local Representative
Off ice in

Rear of Smith & Hyatt's Store

"t.r '

r

i
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Wo understand D. I. Barnctt will
out his Curry County holdings
and move to Claud, Texas, where he
will run an elevator.
J. F. Mitchell has pulled his thresher in from the wheat country and
will be on hand to thresh tho immense
row crops now maturing
in these
parts, this winter.
Bull

teses!
Mattresses!

4
PLEASANT HILL ITEMS

THE FAVORITE MATTRESS CO.

h;is tipcii.'d a

j

foctoiy here for tho manufacture of

all kinds of cotton mat tresses.

We will make a new

your old one. New ones made to order.
Wo save you the middleman's profit.
one out of

Factory Corner of

and

L'ile

I Internum

Streets.

NO PHONE CONNECTIONS YET.

HAVENER

ITEMS

4
?
Same of the earlier crops arc
harvested. ' A. Hankhouse and
Geo. Dougherty have cut their cane
and Frank Hurley has cut Sudan
grass. The earliest maize and Higcra
Kafir is ripare almost matured.
ening fast, and roasting ear days are
about past for this year. The weather is ideal for the maturing of crops.
0. C. Tefertillur's sale was well attended, and very successful in spite
of the fact of its being held in the
afternoon, and there being no free
Mr. Tefertiller and family
lunch.
and Mrs. Tcfertiller's father, Mr.
liountree, have returned to Missouri.
duys havo came,
The melon-coli- c
the sweetest in tho year; with lucbus
fruit and kickless juice, to take the
be-in-

School is now piogressing mte'.y.
The boys are playing basket ball and
and are expecting Runchvale the 2nd
of October to come to their court toj
play a snappy game.
The girls are playing tennis and
have not yet organized a banket bull
team.
Mr. Clifford Kirby and family who
have been living in Clovis have moved
moved back out to the farm.
l,
Miss Mudge Kays, Mr. Lester
Miss Elsie Gallagher, and Mr.
Emery Colwoll were seen in Clovis
at the show Suturday night.
Mr. a, id Mrs. DeLozier were visitors at Mr. and Mrs. Gifford Thorn-tan'- s
Sunday afternoon.
Tom Gallagher was in town Saturday afternoon on business.
Mr. Ray Gurley and family were
visitors in the Pleasant Hill neighbor
hood Sunday.
Miss Madge Kays and Miss Carrie
Bell, two of the Pleasant Hill bachelors, who are attending High School
in Clovis, spent Saturday and Sunday with their folks out here.
Mr. Harran DeLozier and Mr. Ellis Rogers are attending the Plainview
College this year.
Miss Elsie Gallagher who is teaching at Bellview came home Friday
evening and returned home Sunday
afternoon.
Mr. W. W. Hungate was in Clovis
Thursday on business.
Mr. Floyd Karris, who has been
visiting his mother, returned to California last week.
Mr. Emery Colwell returned to Albuquerque Monday where ho will attend the University.
Mrs. Hettie Swain, who has been
visiting her folks at Mountainair, N.
M., has returned home.
There was quite a crowd of Pleasant Hill people motored to Portales
last Sunday to visit the orphan's
home, also several cars went to the
brakes near Grady on a picnic.
Mr. and Mrs. John Teague, who rc- -

place of beer.
Mr. Leeper is back in the store, being ably seconded and assisted by W.
F. Mickey.
Mr. Sternberg,
ho has been sojourning in Kansas for two or three
months, is again with us.
Mr. James McCormick, who was
visiting his relatives here last week,
returned to his home in Texas.
J. A. Willis was kicked by a hofxe
and painfully hurt Tuesday morning.
He is able to be about his work, however, and will not be permanently
disabled.
Don't be alarmed, Reginald, those
earth tremors are not cnused by unstable rock strata seeking equilibrium; but due only to the big eniii of
corn falling from the stalks.
Havener is always well represented
at the County seut on Saturdays, but
our folks always come home with
their political convicitons intact.

mm

San Francisco to New York
3 Days,' 14 Hours, 43 Minutes

The Essex took just throe of tho four raoos stagod at Juarez,
Mexico, as a Labor Day event that's all.
The events were open to all ears, regardless of price or
minutes and

thirty-si-

x

26-mil-

e

free-for-a- ll

was

twenty-tw-

o

miuntes.

The time for the other races was better than a mile a minute.

Clovis

Hudson-Esse- x
208 North Main

Street

Co.

ill

A Lasting Value in Ranges!
Surely now U tin time to Rrt a new,
Utett model, Round Oak Chief Ranee
at a price that we believe cannot be
duplicated again for yean to come.

This ring - abounds in Rood fratuM
that you mint ire to ippreiute, tsuuc
ho Dux
by the Round Oak Folk
good good only.

OAK
ROUND
CHIEF BOILER
IRON RANGE

Built with triple wall, hravily invibteJ u'ici mineral wool;
r'e
r
inner wail is coppertWd boiler
1J to b con.
w
turn almmt without .'nJ. Tj
ot
vinced
its supreme valw.

,

The Nearest Tiling to Flying Is An

class. The tune for the

Wj

Col-wel-

p7
cently moved to Plainview, were back
on a visit Sunday. They brought with
them some aid friends of theirs Mr
and Mrs. Doose.
Mis Gladys Webb and Mr. Arthur
Gunnel weft- murried Suturday the:
fheir many
18th at five o'clock,
friends extend to them very hearty
They will make
congratulations.
.
their home in Clovis.
MUTT & JEFF.
-

Don't judge the worth of a man by
Vinril Dunn buughi an Emerson
disc and tractor at Grady Monday, his ability to talk.
Bruins seldom
Jes.se Wood und family returned wag.

frW a week's visit with relatives at
Texnla, Texas. Mrs. Woad's sister,
Mis, Whitner, of Texola, came home
with them for a viait here.
Mis Dellu Bidding hus a new Ford
car.
Sum Jennings and Bert Sharp are
to have a sale on Wednesday of this
week.

CAMERON NEWS

It has been announced that Rev.
of Tucumcari will address the people at New Hope Wed

A. L. Maddox

ncsday night, Sept. 22.
Silas Lane who came here a f.w
weeks aga from Meeker, Okla., left
Friday to spend an indefinite time
With his sister at Greatcrvllle, Ariz.
His brother, Roscoe Lane, is working
for J. Z. Isler.
Grandma Locknane who has been
quite feeble for some weeks passed
to a higher life Monday evening, Sep
tember 13. She lived a devoted
Christian life and was loved by all
Her body was shipwho knew her.
ped from San Jon Tuesday to her old
home at Blair, Okla., and was accom
and her
Denied bv her son Jesse
grandson Elmer Locknane, to whom
we all extend our deepest sympathy.
Born to Rev. and Mrs. A. W. Cam
erons September 16th, a fine boy.
A good many from here attended
the fair at Grady Saturday. The ex
hibits wore worth being pnud of.
The speaking was good and the din
ner also. At the close of the exercises which were held at the high
school building, tho people were re
quested to meet on Main street to at
tend the auction siilo of the Metho
dist church building. It was bid in
by L. M. Boncy for $1300. The people there expect ts build
a new
church.
Mrs. Lydia Baird who has been
visiting her sister, Ella Izlor, for
few weeks, took'the train at Sun Jon
Friday to return to her homo at
Jester, Okla.
Mr. Mndedith, who is farming L.
M. Boney's place, and his hand arc
doublo discing and sowing wheat with
two engines one a Case and the oth
er a Titan. Part of the time they
work day and night
Mrs. Cora Loban left last week for
a Vim to her old home In Missouri
Robert Johnston and family were
Sunday guests of W. B. Johnston

Paul Mote is doublo discing and
sowing to wr.- .', an average of 20
acres each day with a Case engine.
Grover Cogdill and family and
Cleveland Johnston and family and
Mr. and Mrs. J. 7,. Isler t.iok dinner
Sunday with Mrs. M. A. Johnston.
C. L. Miller is suffering from get
ting his leg hurt badly on a plow. .
A. A. Dethrago and fumily visited
Sunday north of San Jon with their
friends the Gates and Cuest families.
Will Young bought a new Ford car
last week.
It. M. Honey js erecting a new
store building at Grady. Earl Boney
is managing the siorc they bought of
Mrs. Harrison at Grady, while the
Boney store here is still encumbered
with its usual rush of business.
CIud Blackburn sold 115 head of
hogs at a sale Ust week.
Not all the farmers are through
threshing their wheat yet. A vast
quantity is still being freighted to
the market daily.

TEXAS WONDER
for kidney and bladder troubles, grav-t- l,
weak and lame back, rheumatism
and irregularities of the kidneys and
bladder in both men and women. If
not sold by your druggist will be sent
by mail on receipt of 11.25. One
small bottle often cures. Send for
sworn testimonials. Dr. E. W. Hall,
2926 Olive it, St. Louis, Mo. Sold
by druggists.

R. C. Snelson

Groceries
Old Lone Star Wagoa Yard
YOUR PATRONAGE
SOLICITED

MuIm, HorseM
Bought and Sold.

and Cattle

V

A GOOD
MEAL
W bare just opened up for buei.
nese and arc now ready to serve you
A GOOD MEAL at any time.
Coma in to tee as, yon will be
pleased with our prompt service, our
courteous treatment, and our GOOD
FOCO.

The Liberty Cafe
AT ANTLERS

HOTEL

$
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vt
PHYSICIAN

w. M. Lancaster

and SURGEON
Clovis, Nw Mexico
Office Suite 3, Barry Building
Telephone 422

THOMAS W. JONES
Veterinarian.
200 Went Otero Btreet.
TUooe 45.
Clovis. N. M. 4
.

4 4

Dr J. B. Westerfield

4

Physician and Surgeon.
Office over First National Bank
Office Phone 281.
Itesldenee 200

'

0. WARR1NER
CinROPRACTOK
113 South Main St.

DR. C.

PHONO

4

4

101

,

DR. H. E. GIBSON

osteopath

Treats all diseases, both tout and
chronic. Office io New Tile
building on owner north of Fire 4
Station and east of Lyceum
theatre.
4
Office phone .IK!. Resident
Clovbt, New Mexico.

3'M).

4
4

4.
4
and refuse to return and live with him
NOTICE TO ALL
as his wife;, that during the time you
PRATORIANS
lived with him as his wife, he treated
You will oloase nav your dues 4 you with kindness and affection, and
in the future to H. E. Carlisle,
provided for you In every other way
Recorder, at Clovis National 4 in accordance with his means and sta4 Bank.
,
tion in life.
H. E. Carlisle, Recorder 4
You are notified that plaintiff's At4 torney is J. S. Fitzhugh, and his address is Clovis, New Mexico.
PUBLICATION NOTICE
You are further notified that, un
In the Probuto Court of Curry Coun less you appear and plead in said
cause on or beforo October IS, A. D.
ty, Now Mexico.
In the mutter of the estate of 1920, judgment will be entered
James V. or J. V. LamliH, deceased. against you by default, and plaintiff
Notice is hereby given thut letters will apply to the Court for the relief
of administration, upon the estate of prayed for In his complaint.
W. C. ZERWER,,
James V. or J. V. Landis, deceased,
County Clerk.
were issued and granted to R. M. (seal)
By RUTH HYATT,
Landis of Clovis, N. M., on the 3rd
Deputy.
duy of September, 1920, under and
pursuant to, an order made and enter LAST WILL AND TESTA
ed by tho Probate Judge of Curry
MENT OF BENJAMIN
County, N. M.
F. VIERS, DECEASED
All persons having; claims against
said estate are hereby notified, and
Notice is hereby given to all per
required to present same together sons interested In the estate of Benjawith the necessary vouchers, to the min F. Viers, deceased, that on the
undersigned administrator of said es- 14th day of August, 1920, Amanda
tate within one year from the date of Viers, filed with the County Clerk
this notice or said claims will be for of Curry County, New Mexico, an inever barred and precluded from any strument in writing purporting; to be
benefit of said estate.
the laRt will and testament of BenDated at Clovis this 3rd day of jamin F. Viers, deceased, and also
September, 1920.
filed in the Probate Court of Curry
R. M. LANDIS,
County, New Mexico, her peteticn
Administrator. praying for the probate of said will
and that Letters Tcstementary issue
NOTICE OF SUIT PENDING.
herein to her as Executrix herein.
Pursuant to an order of the Pro- In District Court, Curry County, New

4

DR.

L. M. BIGGS

4
4

Valtrioary Surgaoa
Phone 331
Clovis, New Masico

I

4

4

WALTER W. MAYES
Residence, 914 N. Main St.
CLOVIS, N. M.

444

4444

ATTORN
Practices In All Courts
Clovis, N. M. -

44.44.4

4

44444'4
4
4

4

DR. T. E. PRESLEY
Eve. Ear, 'Not and Throat, 4
of Roswell, N. M., will be in Clo- 4
vis the Cth of each moni.
4

4
DR. C. L. McCLELLAND

Physician and Surgaoa
Office over Dcnhof Jew.. Cc.

4
4

Mexico.
B. M.

Atwood, Plaintiff.

No.
vs.
Mattie May Atwood, Defendant.
Ta Muttio May Atwood, Defendant,
Greeting:
You will hereby take notice that
suit has been filed and is now pending
in tho District- Court of Curry County,
New Mexico, ...eroin B. M. Atwood
is plaintiff and you, Mattie May Atwood, aro defendant, suit No. 1044
on the Civil Docket of said Court.
The general purposes of said suit
are for divorce and dissolution of the
bonds of matrimony now existing between you and plaintiff. Plaintiff alleges that ho is a resident of Curry
County, New Mexico, and has been
such n bona fide resilient of said county for more thnn one yenr next proceeding the tiling of his said suit: that
you and he were lawfully married in
Roswell, Chnves County, New Mexico,
on,
the fith day of Juno, A. D.
1910, and lived together as man and
the 17th day of
wife until on,
November, A. D. 1916, when you,
without cause, abandoned and deserted him, and that since then you
have failed and refused and still fail
t,

t,

10
Dad Dwight of the Clovis Marble
Works on Grand
ships his morbid direct into Clovis fro mthe quar-rlo- s
of the N'.w England States. He
cuts it, polishes and letters it right
here and sells it direct to the custo
mer. There are no middle man's
profits anil it is not hard to see ho
ho can save you money on your monuments. Not only this, he is a citi
zen of Clovis, has his home here and
when you patronize him you are
helping to build up the town and the
county. He hires no salesmen and
no Agents and when you buy one of
Dad Dwight's monuments you have to
deal direct with him at hi marble
works on Grand Avenue, but if you
can save from 20 to 40 per cent en
your monument Isn't it toorth while?
He haa had 38 years experience in
the monument business. If you need
anything in his line it will pay you
to Me him.
A-- e.,

bate Court of Curry County, New
Mexico, made on the 14th day of
August, 1920, .notice is hereby given
that on the 1st day of November,
1920, at the lour of 10 o'clock a.,m.
of said clay, that being a day of the
regular November, 1920, term of
said court, at the court room of the
Probate Court at Clovis, Curry Coun
ty, New Mexico, have been appointed
and fixed as the time and place for
hearing said petction and proving
said will, when and where all persons
interested may appear and contest
the same.
In witness whereof, I hove here
unto set my hand and affixed my official seal this thcl4th day of August,
1920.
(Seal)
W. C. ZERWER,
County Clerk,
Curry County, N. M.

Far Washing lace curtains use

E

WASHING POWDER. Do
not rub but simply dissolve a small
amount and whisk the curtains
through the water. Nolo rosults.

The VACCINE That
Made Kansas Famous
This ia the original formula
Kansas Germ Free Vaccine
(Aggression) which has revolutionized Blackleg treatment.
It originated thru experiments
at Kansas Agricultural College
directed by the president of
this company in person. One
dose prevents Blackleg. Proved
on over a million calves. Absolutely reliable one trial con-- ,
vinces.
17. S. Blackleg Vaccine "20c
per dose.

Worswick
Distributors,

& Logan

4444444
FARMERS STATE BANK OF CLOVIS

X
X
X

U. S. Army Goods!
$35.00
16x10 Tents, square, 11 ft. high, 8 ft. wall-.- ..
$42.80
Same tent, waterproofed by Government process
tent
$68.00
14x14 tents, storage, lift, high, 4'j ft. wall
tent
$30.00
9x9 Officer's tent, 4 ft. wall,
All of the above tents are made of 12-- 4 ounce army duck and are
sold complete with ropes, poles and caps. They are guaranteed free
from rips, holes and tears.
We offer the fallowing wagon covers made of .new 13 ounce double
filled olive drab army duck. Can also make any other size wanted:
10x16
$18.00
10x14. ...$16.00
10x12
$13.00
12x16
$18.00
12x14
$20.00
11x15
$17.50
Olive drab 4jtb Wool Officer's Blanket, brand new, with
$8.80
or without "U. S." on it
Same blanket used, renovated, excellent condition
$6.80
Gray 4 lb Wool Officer's Blanket, brand new
$8.00
Same blanket, used, renovated, excellent condition
$5.50
Army comforts, 5 lb cotton, olive drab, used, excellent condition $3.25
Army comforts, flowered, used, excellent condition
$2.25
Steel cots, Quartermaster barracks, brand new, lie flat when
folded
$6.80
Canvns folding cots, brand new
$8.25
Mattresses, 201b cotton, used
$4.00
.
Army woo shirts, slightly used, Acondition
$3.00
U. S. Army khaki pants, laced bottom, slightly used
$1.50
Canvas leggings, brand new, front lace
$1.80
Wrap leggings, new wool O. D.
$2.50
Army marching shoes, Munson last, chocolate color, new
$6.80
Ponchos, used, excellent condition
$2.00
All prices f. o. b. Waco, Texas, except clothing which is sent
parcel post prepaid. Satisfaction guaranteed or money refunded
upon leturn of goods. No goods sent C. O. D. Write for our complete price list. Mail check or money order with your order, stating
sizes wanted, to
-l

Army Equipment Company
DEPARTMENT H, WACO, TEXAS

9-- 1

Roswell, N. M.

Jimtt
"Spurs are There"

All

ji

you mrn folks who have tired of cigarettes that
cigarettes that are like flat tires on
the road to smokcenjoyment
lack snap and go

listen to this:
"

sir

is

a wat out in the Orient grow
rich aromatic tobaccos. A long
buying arm

reached over and
brought them to the U. S. A.
then combined thcrn with our
home-grow-

j fT

Inlernalional

Milliard
Carnival

AvjB

JWW

tobac-i- s.

full-bodie- d

n

Out of the blend was born Spur
Cigarettes.

Bxpgitiory

J3
I

.

That rare, rich old time tobacco
taste and aroma is winning nght
and left. Besides, Spur Cigarettes
have imported paper, rolled with'

ar

BrsVeek

out paste. Tlie crimped scam maes
Spurs burn slower, draw easier, and
Uxstc

better.

And that smart brown and

EMEM.
KhU

ver package

TUE lt'

FRI

sil-

threefold to keep
Spurs right. You just can't stay on

I

i3

the fence once you have "met up"
with Spur's good tobacco taste.

HjLi
M4s S5fe
S.
SUN MON

SAT

Luccrr

Myers Tobacco Co.

m ffi

a

ElPaso is Vailing' loVelcomeVou

I Ei Paso Chamber 6fCommbq:b
-

ix

We invite your business upon the most
terms consistent with prudent banking

f .'

a n

-

J

a

vo

i

i i

cw''arettes
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POLAND PLAYS
NO NEW ROLE
Country Harassed by Bolshevik!
Was, Once the Savior of
Europe.

STAYED

.few Fa

MARCH OF THE TURK:

In Sue Poland Once Outranked Every
Nation of Continent and in Population Stood at the Forefront
or Europe.

Lk aU

My

WE ENTHUSIASTICALLY EXTEND TO THE MEN AND YOUNG MEN A MOST
CORDIAL INVITATION TO VISIT OUR STORE AND INSPECT OUR SHOWING OF

I'liliiml, whne history
people have
Is trtitil.v, iiml wliui
bom culled "Children of the Sun,"
I'liiys no new role when she seeks to
stop the onslaughts of" the Iwlshevikt,
for It wns she who once stayed the
mnrch of the Turk across Karope.
This fnct Is recalled In n commmil- o- Geographic
cntii.il to the Null
rlcty, which sums tip 1'olnnd's find
end eventful history as follows:
"In size she outranked nearly every
nation of the continent. Hussla alone'
of the European mil long Is larger than
Poland was nt her greatest. In population She stood nt the forefront of
Europe; only Kussla and Germany

New Fall Styles
IN SUITS, HATS, SHOES, AND FURNISHINGS

bad greater population before the
war than are to he found In the lands
that once were Folnnd; for nnpartl-tinne- d
Poland had on urea of 282,000
Kqiiaro miles, and the IiiimIk that once
lay within her boundaries support a
population of approximately 50,000,-- i.
In area she was aa large a the
former German empire, Switzerland,
Relglum, Holland and Denmark together; larger than Grent Britain,
Italy and Greece combined; larger
and Serbia la
than
one. Within what were her boundaries
a present population
there dwell
'.areer than the combined populations
of Great Britain and Belgium; larger
Than those of France, Belgium and
Holland together; and matching that
of the old
Three Times Partitioned.'
"Poland was three times partitioned,
and these partitioning!) were readjusted between the partitioned by the
congrcs of Vienna In 1R15. Where
the original partitions had given Ruso
sia IK 1,0(10 square miles, Prussia
square miles, and Austria 15,000
so, mi iv miles, the reapportionment of
the Viennn congress gave Kussla
Prussia 2(1,000, and Austria 35,-- ('
square miles. Much of the land
which Russia secured, and particularly Kiev, had been Identified with Russia generation before.
"Poland, In the days of her greatest
area, extended from a point within W)
miles of Berlin, on the west, to the
meridian of the Sen of aiov on the
Ht ; on the nortlt It reached nearly
to the Gulf of Finland and on the
Fonth down to the Khanate of Crimea.
"What we now know as Russian Poland Is that neck of territory stretching westward between the Prusslas
ind Gallcla. This territory has an
trea almost exactly equal to that of
New York, yet. In spite of the fact
that Its extreme southern boundary
lies north of the latitude of Winnipeg,
Its population I as great as those of
New York and New Jersey combined.
"Russian Poland, In this limited
rense, consists of a great plain, some-what undulating, with nn average elo- nation of about 400 feet, sloping up-ward toward the highlands of Gallcla
on the south and toward the swelling
paralleling the Baltic on the
north. Tt Join the lowlands of west- era Germany with the great plain of
western Russia. Its rivers are slow
and sluggish, with their mouths often
hut a few dozen feet below their
sources and seldom more than a few
hundred feet below, Their basin Intricately Interpenetrate one another,
and the frequent Inundations of these
basin have covered them with a very
rich alluvial soil.
Winter Like New England.
"Russian Poland usually has n winter somewhat similar to that of New
England. There Is an even cold, with
not a great deal of snow, hut often
with
winds from the
northward. The rivers of this region
usually freeze over about the middle
ef December, end the Vistula Is under
Ice for approximately 80 days daring
the average winter.
"In the eighteenth century, when
the city of Warsaw, next to Paris, was
the most brilliant city In Europe, this
flat plain was unusually rich In herds
and geese flocks, though almost bare
of manufactures."

r

Steadily month by month, our Men's Department lias grown Jmilt upon quality merchandise, interested and intelligent service and reasonable prices.
This season we arc better prepared ti serve you than ever before. You will admire the
style and fa brie we are showing as wctr as the prices.
,

The House of Kuppenheimer
and Campus Togs
As well as many other well known makes of fine clothing,

arc represented in our showing

for the new season.

$30.00 to $80.00

Austria-Hungar-

Anstrln-Hungar-

Put It Up to Eagle Shirts

f4,-fm-

220,-Mt-

1

razor-edge-

Columbus,

fit over the shoulders, around the wrist and waist is nearer your

and underwear should solve the shirt problem once and for all.

shirt ought to fit.
Put it up to Eagle Shirts to prove that they Wear so well
your shirt cost per years has been out of all proportion to your
'
'
shirt satisfaction.

Instead of buying just a shirt next time, buy an Eagle shirt.
Put it up to Ea'glc Shirts to prove that exclusive patterns are
better than others. Put it up to Eagle shirts to prove that their

idea of how a

Men, Do You Buy. Your Shoes

For Mileage ?

d

Aged Twins,
Ind. Mrs. Rebecca

How many miles, of comfort, as well as wear, do you get
from your shoes 1 Put on a pair of those Ralston Shoes and
KNOW what satisfaction means.

You'll not only be satisfied with their wcarability and their
comfort, but you'll like the real value.

MEN'S HIGH SHOES IN BROWN AND BLACK, KANGAROO, CALF AND KID.

IN ENGLISH LAST, STRAIGHT

LAST AND BLUCHER COMBINATION,
Dan-fort-

h

of Elizabethtown returned from
Shelhyvllle recently where she visited
her uncle, James Rowe. Che was accompanied by another uncle, Samuel
Rowe of Everton, Ind. The brothers
years
are twins and are eighty-fou- r
eld. They are veterans of the Civil
war, and are said to be the oldest twin
survivors of that conflict The brothers' birthday Is November U, armistice day.
Makes Love Like a Grizzly.
Goshen. Ind. Under a caption declaring "This fellow Is missing a
chance for popularity," a local paper

recently printed the following:
"Her physician today refused to divulge the name of a Goshen young
woman whose lover liwt night played
the grizzly bear role so successfully
that four of the girl's ribs were
broken, i Nor could the name of the
yjHt a learned."
iUUi jj,

u

You men who buy branded makes of clothes, shoes, hats,

AND BROGUES,

BUTTON OR LACE.
UNUSUAL VALUES

$7.00 to $17.00

Kendall Dry Goods Company
'THE HOME OF KUPPENHEIMER CLOTHES"

J

